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1.  Object and structure of the report 
A liberal attitude to imports of finished products  from developing 
countries is meeting with increased resistance in view of the greater 
competitiveness of these countries in individual product groups and 
persistently high unemployment in the industrialized qountries.  For 
fear of further  job losses in the  economic  sectors subject to pressure 
from  imports,  additional trade-inhibiting measures were  taken both 
within the EEC  and  elsewhere,  especially in the  second half of the 
1970s,  instead of allowing  the structural change  necessary for  a  new 
division of labour in the world economy.  In this situation it is 
necessary to  examine more closely the relations between employment 
and exchanges of goods with the Third World.  This is the  aim of this 
report:  the results are intended to provide quantitative information 
as  to whether,  and if so  to what extent,  the internal employment 
objective in the individual EEC  countries conflicts with a  liberal 
attitude in trade with developing countries.  This may  help to introduce 
more objectivity into the discussion of development and  trade policy at 
EEC  level. 
Empirical  analyses of the relevance of trade with developing countries 
to  employment are available not only for  the Federal Republic of Germany 
but also for most other  EEC  countries.  However,  evaluation of these 
1  analyses  shows  that they are either based on obsolete statistical material 
and  take account only of the import side  (older reports by  UNCTAD,  ILO, 
OECD)  or differ substantially from  each other in method,  period and  sec~nal 
composition  (more  recent analyses for  the Federal Republic of Germany,  France, 
Italy,  the United Kingdom,  the Netherlands,  Belgium and  Ireland).  The 
object of this report is to provide a  comparative analysis,  using a  standard 
method  and  the  same  sec~oral breakdown,  for the six EEC  countries  for which 
sufficient data exist.  For  this purpose,  the report uses input-output 
calculations which  take account not only of the direct employment  effects 
in the relevant sector but also of the indirect effects induced by the 
demand  for  intermediate consumption inputs.  To  allow an assessment 
of the effects of trade with the Third World on the level and  structure of 
employment,  they are compared with the  labour market implications of trade 
with other groups of countries. -sa-
First of all,  the method  used here of calculating trade-induced  employment 
effects is presented and  the data base explained.  This is followed by a 
brief review of the foreign-trade  interdependence of the six EEC  countries 
dealt with.  The  effect of a  greater  internat~onal division of labour on 
employment and  income  in the  economy  as a  whole is then analysed on the 
basis of model  calculations.  For this purpose,  the changes in the use of 
domestic  factors of production  (gainfully employed persons as a  whole  and 
by categories;  fixed capital)  and  in GOP  due t; equal  levels of imports 
and  exports in the trade in semimanufactures and  finished products with 
different groups of countries are  compared.  The  resulting shifts in 
sectoral employmrl1t are examined in the  same  way.  In addition,  the 
changes in sectoral  employment which  can be  imputed to the actual growth 
of trade in semimanufactures  and finished products between  1970  and  1977 
are discussed.  These give an indication of the extent  (which is variable) 
to which  structural change in the individual  EEC  countries in the last 
decade  can be attributed to  the international division of labour.  The 
report concludes with a  summary  assessing the  employment effects of trade 
with developing countries.  The  appendix of tables includes the full results 
for  the trade in industrial goods of the  individual  EEC  countries with all 
groups of countries. 
1For an evaluation of various  empirical studies,  see UNIDO:  The  Impact of 
Trade with Developing Countries on Employment in Developed Countries  -
Empirical  Evidence  from  Recent Research,  UNIDO  Working  Papers on Structural 
Changes,  No  3,  UNIDO/ICIS.  85,  October  1978  and  OECD:  The  Impact of the 
Newly  Industrialising Countries on Production and  Trade in Manufactures, 
Report by the Secretary-General,  Paris  1979,  Annex  II.  A list of available 
studies is given in the bibliography at the end of this report. -6-
2.  Preliminary notes  on methodology,  definitions and data base 
2.1  Method 
Changes  in employment in the economy  as  a  whole  and in individual sectors 
arise from  a  large number  of factors which,  moreover,  are not independent 
of each other.  Since the effects of the various domestic  and international 
e~onomic determinants cannot be considered in isolation,  they must be 
attributed to them with the aid of model  calculations on the basis of 
assumptions of greater or lesser simplicity.  It is not possible to 
go  into the methodology problems  in detail here2•  Only  the principal 
relationships are briefly outlined here,  so that the scope of this report 
is clear. 
On  the basis of an increase in imports,  the main effects of a  greater 
international division of labour  and  the relationships between  them are 
shown  diagrammatically in the tabulation on page  7.  For simplicity, 
it is assumed that the world is divided into two  economies,  A  (the 
industrialized countries)  and B  (the developing countries): 
(1)  If domestic production of a  good  in A is replaced by import of the 
same  good  from  B,  then the output of this product and  employment  and 
income  in the affected sector in A fall,  while output,  employment and 
income  in the same  industry increase in B. 
{2)  In addition,  owing  to the interdependence between sectors,  production, 
employment and  income  also decline in other sectors in A,  while they 
are correspondingly stimulated in B owing to the necessary provision of 
intermediate consumption inputs.  Again,  the demand  in A for  imported 
intermediate consumption inputs  from  B falls,  while B  imports more 
intermediate consumption inputs  from A. 
(3)  The  net foreign  currency earnings obtained by B  from  the original 
increase in exports,  after deduction of induced intermediate consumption 
imports and losses of exports,  allow growth of domestic final uses in 
accordance with  the marginal  tendency to import.  This further stimulates 
employment  in B. 
(4)  Spending of the net foreign currency earnings of B on imports increases 
production in the export industries and  the supplying industries in A, 
with corresponding positive effects on employment  and  income. -6a-
(5)  The  change in income in A has multiplier effects due  to the 
change in consumption expenditure,  which in turn influences 
production,  employment and  trade flows. 
Other effects not  shown  in the diagram result from  induced changes 
in prices,  investment and growth in both the industrialized and  the 
developing countries.  Again,  A and  B  include  a  number ·of inaividual 
countries whose  competitive positions differ,  th1a affecting.the 
distribution of the effects described above  to the individual countries. 
In the ideal case,  al  ~- effects and repe.rcussions due  to national  and inter-
national  interdependences  should be  taken into account in order to 
determine the level and sectoral structure of the employment effect 
of an increased division of labour between the industrialized and  the 
developing countries.  However,  to limit the data and  computing capacity 
requirements  to an acceptable scale,  empirical studies must 
2Methodological problems are discussed in great detail in w.s.  Salant/B.N. 
Vaccara:  Import Liberalization and Employment.  The  Effects of Unilateral 
Reduction in United States Import Barriers,  Washington  D.C.  (The  Brookings 
Institution)  1961.  See also H.F.  Lydall:  Trade  and  Employment.  A Study 
of the Effects of Trade Expansion on  Employment  in Developing and 
Developed Countries,  International Labour Office,  Geneva''1975,  pp.  17-35. -7-
Tabulation 1.  Diagram of the  employment and  income effects of the 
substitution of imports  from developing countries for 
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Meaning of symbols:  6M,  6E,  6X,  6L,  6V,  6F  and  6Y  denote  changes in imports, 
exports,  gross value of production,  employment,  GDP, 
foreign currency earnings and  total finaldemand 
respectively.  i  is the sector whose  products are 
additionally imported,  j  represents all sectors  j  = 1, 
••• ,  n.  The  symbol  c:J  represents a  functional 
relationship between the variables whose  form is left  open. 
Source:  UNIDO,  loc. cit., p.  5. -7a-
be based on partial analyses:  they concentrate - in accordance with the 
objective of each- on  a  few  oftn~relations mentioned above,  which, 
furthermore,  can only be represented by simplifying assumptions on the 
nature of the functional relationships.  Thus  this report deals in 
partial analyses for  the individual EEC  countries with the  (negative) 
direct and  intermediate-consumption~induced effects of imports on the 
one hand  (parts A  (1)  and A  (2)  in the diagram)  a1d the corresponding 
(positive)  effects of exports on  the other  (part A  (4)  of the diagram). 
The  basis used is the trade flows  in 1977  and changes  therein compared 
with  1970;  their  J~vel is not explained and  no  correlation is 
established between  imports and exports. 
With regard to the  functional relatipnships,  the instrument used is 
.  1  .  3  1nput-output ana ys1s  This is based on the idea that the structure 
of an economy  can be represented as a  system of linear equations.  For 
each  economic  sector i  considered,  the following balance equation applies: 
3A full description of the open static model used in this report can be 
found,  for  example,  in R.  Staglin:  Methodische und  rechnerische Grundlagen 
der  Input-Output-Analyse,  in:  R.  Krengel  (ed.):  Aufstellung und  Analyse 
von  Input-OUtput-Tabellen,  Sonderhefte  zum  Allgemeinen Statistischen Archiv, 




( 1)  L  x .. + y.  =  X,  in which  i  = 1, ••• ,  n. 
.  1  l.J  J.  J. 
J= 
The  left-side of equation  (1)  includes the intermediate consumption 
deliveries to all j  economic sectors  (x ..  )  and deliveries to final uses 
l.J 
(y.),  which are composed of private and public consumption,  investment  J. 
and exports;  the value of gross sector production  (x.)  appears on the  J. 
right-hand side.  It is also assumed that the intermediate consumption 
inputs purchased by a  sector are proportional to its total production -
i.e., constancy of the input coe:ffficients  a .. =  Xij  is assumed.  This 
l.J  Xi 
assumption is expressed in the  "Leontief production function" 
(2) 
which is linear-homogeneous and limitational.  Incorporating it in the 
balance equation  (1)  gives 
(3) 
n 
E  a .. x.  + yJ..  = xi  in which  i 
j=1  l.J  J 
1, ...  ,  n. 
This system of linear equations is known  as an open,static Leontief 
model  and  can be expressed in matrix notation by 
(4)  Ax+y=x 
In this equation 
is the column vector of the sectoral gross production values, 
is the  column vector of the final use deliveries of the individual 




is the matrix of the intermediate input coefficients.  By  appropriate solution 
of the equation system,  the total "technologically" dependent gross production 
for a  level of final use  stipulated exogenously can be calculated as -Sa-
-1  (5)  X=  (I-A)  y 
= c  Yo 
In this equation 
1  0  0  0  0 
I 
0  0  0  0  1 
• -9-
represents the unit matrix of order n  and 
c = 
c nn 
is the inverse of the Leontief matrix  (I-A) •  Their elements  indicate 
how  much  sector 1  must produce in order to satisfy one unit of final use 
of goods of sector j. 
Hence  the coefficients of the inverted Leontief matrix can be used to 
determine  the entire outputs  - i.e., both direct and  indirect- needed 
by all sectors to satisfy the autonomous  demand  for  goods of a  specific 
sector.  For  example,  if exports of machines increase,  this does not only 
affect the production of the mechanical  engineering sector directly 
concerned  (direct effects);  its supplying sectors,  such as the electrical 
engineering industry and  the chemical  industry,  and at the next level 
their suppliers in turn,  etc.,  must all produce more  intermediate 
consumption products  (indirect effects)  in order ultimately to satisfy 
the increased foreign demand  for machines. 
Just as  the direct and  indirect production effects of an increase in 
final uses can be calculated, it is also possible to determine  the primary 
inputs required in connection with this production.  If it is again 
assumed  that the input coefficients are constant and  the following  notation 
is used for the'use of labour  and capital per unit of gross production 
in the individual sectors: 
l.  total gainfully employed persons  (labour coefficient) 
J 
l;  male gainfully employed persons 
lw 
j  female gainfully employed persons 
li  gainfully employed persons of qualification level q  (q  =  l, ... ,Q) 
k.  fixed capital  (capital coefficient) 
J 
v.  contribution to GOP  (remuneration of all domestic primary inputs) , 
J 
the number  of workers required in the individual sectors for predetermined 
sectoral gross production values is -9a-
(6)  L.  =  L.x.  {j=l, ••• ,n). 
J  J  J 
the figure for all sectors together being 
(7) 
n 
L:. =  E 
j=l 
L.x .• 
J  J 







E  LJ  ..  xj 
j=l 
and by qualification levels as  follows: 
(10) 
n 
Lq  =  E 
j=l 
l~ X, 
J  J 
(q  =  1' ...  '  Q). Fixed capital required is 
{11)  K = 
n 
l: 
k  X 
j=1  j  j 
-10-
The  total  remune~ati6n of domestic  factors of production - GOP  as the 
total gross compensation of employees,  entrepreneurial activity and 
capital,  fixed capital consumption and  indirect taxes less subsidies -
works out as 




v .x .• 
J  J 
If the results ori  the left-hand side of equations  (6)  to  (12)  are 
combined in a  column vector p  and the coefficients on the right-hand 
side of these expressions into a  matrix A  ,  i.e.  p 
L1  11  0 
Ln  0  l-n 
L  L  1  . L.n 
p  Lm  and  A  =  Lf  L.~  p 
LW  LY  •  L.!{ 
Ll  L l  •  L~ 
the requirement of primary inputs can also be written as 
(13)  p  = A x. 
p 
The  direct and  indirect requirement of primary inputs for  a  predetermined 
final  use vector y,  allowing for  (5),  is then 
( 14)  p'= A  C  y. 
p -lOa-
If exports or the change in exports 
is incorporated in this relation as the final use.vector,  equation  (14) 
can be used  to determine  the factors,  or increases therein,  required for 
the production of export goods if foreign demand  i.ncreases,  as follows: 
( 15)  A  C  E.  p 
The  reduced demand  for production factors due to imports can be calculated 
in the  same  way  if the  imported goods  can also be produced at home  (competing 
imports).  If it is assumed that one unit of value of imports in each case 
replaces one unit of value of demand  for goods of domestic  production,  the 





p  = -A  C  M, 
p 
-11-
represents the column vector of competing imports or the change therein. 
The  limiting assumptions on which  these  two  formulae  are based must be 
taken into account in assessing the results.  For example,  economies of 
scale,  price effects and  changes in utilization of capacity are ignored 
by the assumed  constancy of the input coefficients.  Other distortions 
arise from  the use of sectoral averages  for the coefficients.  The  more 
the production function  for  individual goods diverges  from  the average 
for  the  sector as  a  whole,  and  the more  the goods  structure of exports 
or imports differs from  that of the total production of the relevant 
sector,  the greater the error.  On  the export side, it is assumed that 
the whole of exports  lead to production and  that the exports do  not 
consist of transfers of capital  (e.g.,  sales of old aircraft or ships). 
On  the import side,  there is the problem of distinguishing between 
competing and  non-competing  imports,  and  the question of the extent to 
which domestic demand  is induced for the first time by the possibility 
of import,  e.g.,  owing  to  a  lower price.  In the approach  chosen,  the 
employment effects of imports are overestimated where domestic  demand 
would not exist without them,  while conversely their effects are 
underestimated where  they displace domestic suppliers of below-average 
productivity from  the market. 
Having regard to the distortions due  to the limiting assumptions of the 
theoretical approach,  and also in view of inaccuracies in the data used, 
the results of the model  calculations should not be construed as laying 
too 
claim to a/high degree of exactitude.  However,theirdirection and  order 
of magnitude  should  convey an accurate picture.  Again,  the distortions 
are likely to tend in the same direction for all EEC  countries,  so that 
comparison of the effects between these countries is not substantially 
impaired. -11a-
2.2  Explanation and preparation of the statistical material 
The  data used for  the empirical analysis are based on  EEC  and  OECD 
statistics.  The  available figures  allow a  disaggregation into  24 
economic  sectors,  including  16  manufacturing sectors  (see Tabulation 
2) • 
The  coefficients for  the use of intermediate  cons11mption  inputs and 
contribution to GDP  were determined  from  the  stundardized input-output 
tables of the Statistical Office of the European Communities.  It was 
possible to retain  tr~ degree of disaggregation of the original tables 
in the manufacturLng field  - except for  the  aggregation of the food 
sectors  - while in the fields of mining  and  energy and of services,  the 
tables have been aggregated in accordance with the availability of up-to-
date employment and production data.  For the  UK,  banking and  finance 
and  insurance are included together with Other market services in sector 
22.  The  latest EEC  input-output tables, at  the  time  of  computation,  relate !D 4 
tlie  year  19r0  . 
Accordingly,  the values used in this report are expressed in 1970 prices 
unless otherwise stated.  The  unit of currency is the US  dollar,  which 
5  in 1970  was  equal  to the European unit of account  EUR  • 
The  labour coefficients were  estimated from figures  from  the  EEC  National 
Accounts  Statisti~s and indicate the  number  of gainfully employed persons 
per unit of gross production value in accordance with the 
4 Eurostat:  Input-Output Tables.  The  Nine  and  the Community,  Special Series 
a,  1970,  Luxembourg  1978. 
5Figures expressed in the sources in national currencies have been translated 
at the rates of exchange  specified by the EEC  for  1970  (US$  1  = EUR  1  = 
DM  3.66000 = FF  5.55419 = Lit 625.000 = Fl  3.62000 = Bfrs  50.0000  £0.41667). 
6 For this purpose  the European Commission provided printouts with revised 
data on employment  and  GDP.  The  gross  ~alues of production were  estimated 
by adding  intermediate consumption inputs  (of both domestic  and  foreign 
origin)  to the  GDP  values in the  same  proportions as in the  1970  input-output 
tables.  OWing  to the lack of subdivision, it was only possible in the case 
of sectors  10  and  11,  13  and  14  and  15  and  18  respectively to determine 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































productivity of labour in 1977.  The  breakdown between male  and  female 
Wc>rkers  is also based mainly on  1977  figures  7•  The  division by skill·· 
levels is based on data  from  a  survey of employees  in industry in 1972; 
this breakdown was  possible only for manufacturing industry  (sectors  3  to 
18) 8;  however,  over  80%  of the direct and indirect employment effects of 
trade in industrial goods  are felt in these sectors.  The  following  seven 
qualification groups  are distinguished: 
7 For  the industrial sectors,  figures  on  the division of the  labour force 
into men  and women  for  1977  were used  (Eurostat:  Employment  and Unemployment 
1972-1978,  Luxembourg  1979);  the details for the other sectors are based 
on information on gainfully employed persons  from  censuses around  1970 
(Eurostat:  Censuses of Population in the Community  Countries,  1968-1971, 
Luxembourg  1977). 
8 Eurostat:  Social Statistics.  Structure of Earnings in Industry  1972, 
Special Series.  For  a  comprehensive description of the various qualification 
groups,  see Volume  1  (Methods  and Definitions),  pp.  30-38. -13-
Non-manual  workers 
1.  Management  and executives 
2.  Qualified non-manual  workers  (assistants} 
3.  Clerical staff 
4.  Foremen 
Manual  workers 
5.  Skilled workers 
6.  Semiskilled workers 
7.  Unskilled workers 
Capital coefficients could also be calculated only for  the manufacturing 
9  sectors,  as  figures on fixed capital are available only for industry  .  The 
latest data were  used in each case;  the figures apply to  1977  for France 
and  the  UK,  to  1976  for  the Federal Republic,  the Netherlands and Belgium 
and  to  1975  for Italy. 
The  values of foreign trade were  taken  from  the OECD  statistics for  1970 
and  197710•  The  exports and  imports of the individual  EEC  countries, 
classified in accordance with the SITC,  were aggreqated to the chosen 
sectoral structure in accordance with Tabulation 2.  The  distinction 
between imports of goods  which can also be produced at home  and ones where 
domestic  production is impossible is difficult,  and would presumably also 
differ from  country to country.  A pragmatic  solution to  this problem 
was  chosen,  all imported processed or manufactured products being regarded 
as also capable of production in the  EEC  country in view of the level 
of technological  knowhow  in the industrialized countries.  Food,  drinks 
and  tobacco products  and  petroleum products were  excluded  from  this 
approach.  All  imports of food  goods  are deemed  to be  non-competing because 
precisely in this field,  international trade is substantially governed by 
administrative arrangements  and  because  imports  from developing countries 
consist predominantly of tropical agricultural products which,  of course, 
cannot be produced in Europe.  Petroleum products had  to be  excluded as 
no  separate information ontheproduction function of these products was 
available;  they are included in the mining  and  energy sector.  Competing 
imports are defined here substantially as corresponding to  SITC  groups 
5  to 8  (industrial products) •  For  the  sake of comparability,  the  employment 
and production effects on the export side too were determined for industrial 
products only;  however,  these represent almost the whole of exports  frcm 
the EEC  countries. -13a-
The_1977  trade values  have been corrected for  the effects of inflation 
by means of sectoral unit value indices on the basis of  19~0 prices in 
'  11  the  input-outpu_t tabl:es  On  average,  the prices of industrial imports 
and  exports  expre$sed  in US  dollars approximately doubled between  1970 
and· 1977. 
The  groups of countries distinguished in the-analysis are set out in 
Tabulation 3.  Within the group of developing countries,  the breakdown  .  -
allows a  comparisOn-between trade  ~n goods ·with southern European countries 
12  . 
-- the candidates for accession to  the EEC,  Spain,  Greece  and  Po~tugal7 
being considered separately among  these - the extra-European developing 
countries not belonging to OPEC  - with separate treatment of the Mediterranean 
countries,. Latin America and  the powerful  exi>orting countries of south-eas·t 
_Asia  - and ·the OPEC  countries.  Comparisons can also be made  between the 
effects- of trade with developing countries on the on·e  hand  and  the division 
of labour with the east European state trading countries and  the western 
industrial countries on the other. 
9B.  Seidel  {with I.  Schweiger):  Berechnung des  Industriellen Brutto-Anlagevermogens 
in den  EG-L~ndern unter Anwendung·einheitlicher Definitionen,  Abgrenzungen und 
Verfahren, _DIW-Beitrage  zur  Strukturforschu~g No  62,  Berlin  {Duncker  und 
Humblot)  1981. 
10  - OECD:  Commodity  Trade Statistics,  Series C.  When  the calculations began, 
the figures  for  1977  were  the latest trading data broken down  by groups of 
countries and·goods.  1977  is the last year for which figures based on SITC 
Rev.  1  are still available for all OECD  countries,  and  can therefore be compared 
without reservation with earlier years. 
11 we  are grateful to the European commission for providing us with the indices 
calculated from  OECD  statistics by comparison of values and quantities. 
12  Greece has been a  member  of the European Community  since  1  January  1981. -14-
Tabulation 3 
Defin~tion of country groups 
1.  All developing countries 
1  1  d  1 
0  0  1  .  European  eve  op~ng countr~es 
1.1.1  Spain,  Greece,  Portugal 
1.1.2  Yugoslavia,  Turkey 
1.2  Extra-European developing countries2  (ecluding OPEC) 
1.2.1  Mediterranean countries3 
1.2.2  Latin America 
1.2.3  South-east Asia4 
1.2.4  Other developing countries 
1.3  OPEC  countries5 
2.  People's Republic of China 
3.  Comecon  countries6 
4.  Western industrial countries  (excluding EEC) 
4.1  Japan 
4.2  USA 
4.3  Other western industrial countries 
5.  EEC  countries  (9) 
6.  All countries 
1' 2Gibraltar,  Malta and  Europe n.e.c.  are included in the extra-European 
developing countries.  3Egypt,  Gaza  strip,  Gibralta·r,  Israel,  Jordan,  Lebanon, 
Malta,  Morocco,  Spanish Sahara,  Syria,  Tunisia,  Cyprus  and  Europe n.e.c. 
4Hong  Kong,  Malaysia,  Philippines,  Singapore,  South  Korea  and  Taiwan. 
Sorganization of the  Petroleum Exporting Countries,  and  Bahrein,  North 
Yemen,  Oman,  South Yemen  and  Middle East n.e.c.  6council for Mutual  Economic 
Assistance,  excluding Cuba  and  Vietnam. .,;.. 
-15-
3.  Division of labour with developing countries and  foreign trade of the 
EEC  countries 
In  1977,  the six EEC  countries examined here together spent over  $360 
billion on imports of goods  - nearly  2~ times as much  as  in 1970.  Imports 
from developing countries were represented to an above-average degree 
in the increase in expenditure.  This was  due firstly to higher  raw 
materials prices - in particular,  the price explosion in petroleum 
resulting from  the supply policy of the OPEC  countries - and  secondly 
to a  powerful  increase in purchases of finished goods  from  Third World 
countries.  The  picture was  somewhat different only for  the  UK  which, 
having oil resources of its own,  incurred relatively little additional 
expenditure on petroleum imports;  again,  following  the country's 
accession to  the EEC,  impo~ts from  Community  countries increased much 
faster ·than  from other regions. 
The  developing countries achieved their successes in industrial products 
mainly in the field of consumer  goods.  This is where  they generally 
achieve their highest import market shares,  which  they in fact increased 
in all EEC  countries during the period considered.  They continue to 
be very important as suppliers of metals and  non-metallic mineral products. 
OWing  to the EEC's decline in metal  imports  from  the extra-European 
developing countries,  however,  the Third World's  sales of primary products 
in the aggregate  increased only slightly or even decreased.  The  highest 
growth rates were achieved by the developing countries in products of the 
capital goods  industries.  However,  their deliveries in these fields are 
still relatively negligible;  they consist mainly not of capital goods 
in the strict sense but of the more durable consumer goods,  particularly 
electricals  • 
The developing countries increased sales of industrial products fastest 
in the Netherlands,  where  they rose by a  factor of about  2~ by volume 
between  19ryo  and  1977;  the next highest increases were  recorded by 
France  and  the Federal Republic,  where  these sales more  than doubled in 
the period considered.  The  results were much  less spectacular on the 
British,  Italian and Belgian semimanufacture  and finished product markets. 
Nevertheless,  the developing countries still achieved good  results:~ in 
Italy compared with other foreign suppliers,  as Italy's overall imports of 
industrial goods  increased only slightly.  Conversely,  the Third World 
; was  less· successful  in the  UK  than other foreign suppliers,  although, 
compared with  the EEC  as  a  whole,  the  UK  recorded the largest increase in -15a-
imports of industrial goods,  occasioned mainly by the exceptionally high 
increase in purchases of capital goods  in the other EEC  countries.  The 
poor performance of the developing countries in Belgium is due mainly to 
the decline in metal  imports,  which are particularly important in that 
country;  on the other hand,  Belgian imports of consumer  goods  from  the 
Third World  increased much  faster  than British and Italian imports of 
these goods. 
OVerall,  petroleum and other mineral raw materials,  as well as agricultural 
products  {including food,  drinks and  tobacco products),  predominate in the 
goods  supplied by the developing countries.  Industrial products accounted 
in 1977  on average  for only  20-30%;  for  comparison,  they accounted for 
more  than half the  imports  from  the state trading countries and  70-80% 
of imports  from  the Community  countries and other western industrial 
countries.  The  proportion of imports  from  OPEC  countries accounted for 
by industrial products is, of course,  particularly low,  and this is also 
true of imports  from Latin America,  with its traditional emphasis on 
agricultural products and mineral  raw materials.  By  contrast,  deliveries 
from  southern Europe  and south-east Asia include a  similar proportion 
of industrial products to that supplied by the industrialized countries. 
In the field of semimanufactures  and  finished products,  the delivery 
structures vary between groups of countries according to their endowment 
with natural resources and level of development.  In the imports  from all 
groups of developing countries discussed here,  consumer goods predominate, 
the principal items being textiles and clothing.  In addition,  Latin America 
supplies above-average proportions of leathers,  leather and  skin goods; 
south-east Asia provides particularly high proportions of musical  instruments, 
games,  toys  and  sports goods;  while  timber and wooden  products predominate 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































are particularly strongly represented in imports  from Latin America  (metals 
and themicals),  the Mediterranean region  (miherals and  chemicals)  and  the 
other developing countries  (metals and mineral products).  The  highest 
proportions of products of the capital goods  industries are recorded in 
deliveries from  south-east Asia  (electrical goods,  office machines  and 
precision instruments)  and  from  southern Europe  and Latin America 
(mechanica~ engineering,  electrical goods  and motor vehicles). 
Purchases  from  the People's Republic of China were concentrated even more 
than imports  from  the developing countries on consumer  goods  (textiles, 
clothing and other manufactured goods) •  The  Comecon  countries  supply 
mainly  (in roughly equal proportions)  consumer  goods  (textiles,  clothing 
and wooden products)  and primary products  (metals  and  chemical products) • 
Conversely,  products of the capital goods  industries predominate in imports 
from  the western industrial countries.  Their proportion is particularly 
high in Japanese exports,  the  emphasis being on motor vehicles,  electronics, 
office machines  and precision instruments.  The  USA  supplies principally 
mechanical engineering products,  office machines  and electrical goods,  as 
well as chemical products,  which are exported on a  particularly large 
scale.  In imports  from  the countries of the European Community,  mechanical 
engineering products and motor vehicles are the chief items in the capital 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































metals,  chemical products,  textiles and  clothing.  In purchases  from other 
western industrial countries,  consumer  goods  (in particular,  paper,  etc.) 
and capital goods are of approximately equal importance. 
Exports of goods by  the six EEC  countries combined  increased at the  same 
rate as  imports between  1970  and  1977, _reaching a  level of just under 
$360 billion in 1977.  Exports  to the developing countries increased 
particularly fast.  This trend was  due predominantly to the increased 
purchasing power of the OPEC  countries consequent upon  the increase in 
oil prices.  The  export industries of the Federal Republic of Germany 
and  Italy benefited most £rom  the rapidly expanding market in the 
petroleum countries,  while French industry recorded the lowest growth 
13  rate here  •  In 1977,  a  third to a  half of the EEC  countries'  exports 
to the Third World  went to the OPEC  countries alone.  The  growth of 
exports to the other developing countries in general remained only 
slightly below the average,  although these countries had  to spend more 
foreign currency on petroleum imports.  The  UK  and  Italy increased their 
sales to the non-petroleum developing countries least;  conversely,  their 
exports to the other EEC  countries increased particularly substantially. 
13The  available foreign trade statistics do not include arms  supplies. -18-
The  EEC  countries•  exports considt mainly of industrial products.  Other 
products are important only in deliveries to Community  countries.  This 
applies primarily to  foo~ and agricultural products  from  the Netherlands 
and,  to  a  lesser extent,  from  France.  The  emphasis in industrial goods 
exports is on products of the capital goods  industries  (especially in the 
Federal Republic).  In addition to mechanical  engineering,  motor vehicles 
are most strongly represented here,  and electrical goods  in the Netherlands. 
The  Netherlands also has  substantial exports of chemical products.  Italian 
exports have  the greatest emphasis on consumer  goods,  with particularly 
high proportions for  textiles and clothing and  leather and  skin goods. 
Belgian exports have  the lowest proportion of capital goods;  metals, 
mineral products and  textiles are strongly represented here. 
The  export fortes of ~e individual  EEC  countries also tend  to be reflected 
in their deliveries to the developing countries,  although  the emphasis 
shifts in favour of chemicals  and capital goods.  This applies particularly 
to exports  in the fields of mechanical  engineering,  electrical goods  and 
transport equipment other than motor vehicles.  Owing  to the vigorous policy 
of industrialization in the  OPEC  countries,  deliveries to those countries 
include a  particularly high proportion of capital goods,  while chemical 
products are much  less important here,  partly owing  to the  low  significance 
of agriculture in this group of countries. 
Comparison of the goods  structure of exports and  imports  in trade with  the 
developing countries  shows  that the EEC  countries export a  wide  range of 
products of the capital goods  and  chemical  industries.  In return,  they 
import  from  the OPEC  countries virtually nothing but qrude oil and  from 
the mass of the other extra-European developing countries predominantly 
other raw materials - in particular,  agricultural products.  The  traditional 
complementary division of labour between north and  south  has  therefore 
substantially persisted here,  although  there is a  recognizable trend towards 
an increased substitutive division of labour.  On  the other hand,  the 
exchange of semimanufactures  and  finished products has  already developed 
into the predominant form of division of labour with a  number  of countries -
mainly the most advanced ones·.  Today,  this still consists substantially 
of exchanges of consumer for capital goods.  However,  reciprocal trade in 
goods of the capital goods  sectors also increased considerably in the  1970s, 
although the goods  structures of imports  and  exports here still differ 
substantially from  each other:  durable goods predominate in the  imports -18a-
from  the developing countries,  while capital goods  in the strict sense 
predominate  among  exports. 
The  pattern of the exchange of consumer  goods  for capital goods  and chemical 
products  in the trade in industrial goods with the Third World is most 
pronounced in Germany  and  the Netherlands,  followed by the  UK.  France and 
Italy also have  considerable net imports of metals.  This applies to an 
even greater extent to Belgium,  where  the division of labour with the 
developing countries is characterized mainly by exchanges of goods within 
the metals and mineral products  sectors and conforms  least to the typical 
situation. 
•  The  EEC  countries'  trade in industrial goods with the other industrialized 
countries is characterized more by an intrasectoral than an intersectoral 
division of labour.  Here  again,  the Federal Republic has clear comparative 
advantages in capital goods  and chemicals,  this being true,  although to a 
lesser extent,  also of the  UK,  France and the Netherlands.  Conversely, 
the emphasis  in Italy's net exports is more  on the field of consumer goods, 
and  in the case of Belgium on metals  and  textiles. 
Most trade in industrial products is among  the industrialized countries 
themselves.  For example,  in 1977,  80-90%  of the EEC  countries'  imports of 
semimanufactures and  finished goods  came  from western industrial countries, 
while  60-80%  of exports of industrial goods went to this group of countries. 
The  main group here consisted of the countries of the Community  itself, 
the only exception being the trade of the  UK,  which,  owing  to the continued 
close extra-Community ties of this country,  is divided roughly equally 
between Community  countries and  the other western industrial countries. 
The  countries whose  trade is most strongly directed towards  the  EEC  are 
the Netherlands and  Belgium,  for which  the proportions accounted for by 
other regions are correspondingly lower.  For instance,  the  two  smallest 
of the EEC  countries considered here obtained only about  7%  of their imports 
of industrial goods  from  the Third World  in.1977,  while the equivalent 
figures  for  the  four  large countries were  11-13%.  On  the export side,  the 
proportions accounted  for by the developing countries are  two  to three times 
as high. -19-
4.  Macroeconomic  employment and  income effects of trade with developing 
countries 
Using  the model  calculations described,  it can be estimated that nearly 
14 million employees  in the six EEC  countries considered  (combined)  worked 
directly or indirectly for exports of industrial goods  in 1977.  Relative 
to total employment,  exports were most  important in Belgium,  more  than a 
fifth of all employees being engaged on  them,  and least important in France 
(one  tenth).  In manufacturing industry alone,  about two  thirds of  jobs 
depended  on exports of industrial goods  in the  two  smaller  EEC  countries 
and more  than one  third in the  four  large countries.  A corresponding 
calculation of the  "employment equivalent" of imports as  the number  of 
employees  that would be  necessary to produce  the imported industrial goods 
at home  yields a  figure of nearly  11  million persons for  the six countries 
together.  That is three quarters of the employment effect of exports;  only 
in the Netherlands,  with its high proportion of food  exports,  was  the 
number  of employees dependent on exports of industrial goods  smaller than 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In  1977,  over  1  million employees in the  UK  and nearly  .:.1  million 
employees in the Federal Republic depended on exports to the developing 
countries;  the equivalent numbers  in Italy and France were  nearly 
700  000,  and  120  000  each in the Netherlands and  Belgium.  This  amounted 
to  3-4%  of total employment in all countries together.  In manufacturing 
industry alone,  some  10%  of employees were working  on exports  to the Third 
world,  the proportion being as high as  13%  in the  UK.  The  number  of  jobs 
not required owing  to  imports of industrial goods  from developing countries 
amounted in the four  large countries to only a  third of the  employment 
effect of exports,  and  to half in the two  smaller EEC  countries.  The 
employment effect of the  flows of goods  in trade in industrial goods 
with the Third World is of about the same order of magnitude as  their share 
of the total trade in industrial goods of the individual  EEC  countries. 
The  following analysis,  which  illustrates the employment effects of equal 
levels of exports and  imports,  however,  reveals considerable differences 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Thus  the number  of persons  required to produce export goods  for developing 
countries worth  $100  million  (at 1970 prices) 14 is highest in the UK,  at 
14  600,  followed by Italy at about  11  100.  The  equivalent figures  for the 
Federal Republic  and  France are  8  600  to 8  900,  and  for Belgium and the 
Netherlands  some  6  000  (the lowest) •  The  differences,  where  not due to 
different export  goods  structures,  are attributable to differing import 
intensities and  labour productivities.  For instance,  production in the 
two  small  EEC  countries leads directly and  indirectly to imports of 
intermediate consumption inputs  amounting  to  40%  of the value of exports; 
only  60%  remains  as  the  contribution to GDP,  the  employment effect being 
correspondingly low.  Conversely,  in the large EEC  countries,  75-85%  of 
the value of exports is produced at home  - the highest proportion being 
in France.  The high manpower  requirements 
14This is equivalent to about  $200  at 1977 prices. -21-
in Italy and,  to an  even greater extent,  in the  UK  are due mainly to the 
oer  emolo~ee 
low productivity of labour:  the domestic product/generatefi by export 
production is only  $5  500  in the  UK  and  $6  800  in Italy,  compared with 
$9  500  to  $10  000  in the other countries.  It is of the  same  order of 
magnitude  as the  average product per employee  in manufacturing industry 
in the individual countries of the EEC. 
The  results for  the production of export goods  for  deve~oping countries 
again reflect the macroeconomic  differences between the EEC  countries 
with regard to use of capital and  the breakdown of the  employment effect 
by qualification groups  and  sex.  Thus  the highest capitalization per 
employee  for exports is recorded by the Netherlands,  followed by Belgium, 
the Federal Republic  and France,  where  capital intensity is roughly equal; 
15  the lowest figures  are  found  in Italy and the UK  •  The  skill level of 
the required labour is very high in the Netherlands,  the Federal Republic 
and France,  where  the proportion of the  employment effect of exports 
accounted for by skilled workers is about 60%,  compared with only about 
45%  in Italy and Belgium16•  The  smallest proportion of women  in employment 
is recorded in the  Netherlands,  where it is about  15%,  compared with a 
quarter or more  in the other EEC  countries.  The  tendency is for women  to 
be proportionately less involved in the production of export goods  for 
developing countries than in manufacturing industry on average,  owing to 
the smaller significance of consumer  goods. 
A comparison between  the  EEC  countries on the basis of the effects of 
exports  to developing countries on factor requirements and production  -
and  also on the basis of corresponding averages  for manufacturing industry 
as  a  whole  (see Table A.1  in the Appendix)  - shows  that GDP  and hence 
income-per-employee  remaining  in the country tends  to be higher  the higher 
the skill level of the labour used and  the higher  the capital endowment per 
job.  The  wide  gap between Italy and  the  UK  and the other countries considered 
is particularly striking here.  The  above-average capital intensity in the 
Netherlands  and  the above-average proportion of semiskilled and unskilled 
workers  in Belgium,  in this connection,  are presumably attributable to the 
specific factor requirements of individual sectors strongly represented in 
the production and  exports of these countries  (chemicals in the Netherlands 
and  the metal  industry in Belgium) • 
r -21a-
Labour requirements  for production for  exports  to developing countries 
differ only slightly from  those for  exports  as  a  whole.  Since the 
~ird World's  demand  on European markets is more  strongly directed towards 
capital goods  and  chemical products and less so  towards  consumer  goods 
than export demand  as  a  whole,  it tends to lead to a  somewhat higher skilled 
labour requirement,  a  somewhat higher domestic product per employee  and 
a  higher proportion of male workers. 
Much  bigger differences emerge if factor requirements in export production 
are compared with the factor content of imports.  The  more  the goods 
structures of exports and  imports differ from  each other and the more 
different the sectoral production functions are,  the greater these 
differences.  Table  5  shows  the effects of  $100  million worth of exports 
as  a  multiple of the effects of equal domestic production of imports, 
for  trade in industrial goods both with developing countries and  as  a 
whole.  The  table shows  that exports  and  imports in trade with developing 
· countries differ firstly in the total number of workers  required and 
secondly in the structure of the labour input.  On  average in the EEC 
countries,  the number of employees required for  the production of export 
goods is about  10%  less than the  employment effect of the  same  level of 
imports.  The difference is greatest in the Netherlands  (16%),  while 
manpower  requirements on both sides are  the  same  in the  UK.  The  proportion 
of women  in the labour force required for  exports averages only about 
two  thirds of that for imports.  The  production of export goods  also 
shows  an  appreci~ly lower proportion of semiskilled and  unskilled 
workers  - i.e., it requires more  human  capital.  Fixed capital per employee, 
and hence  physical capital intensity,  is higher in exports than in imports 
.  th  d  . th d  1  .  tr.  17  Th  d  t'  d  t  t  d  ~n  e  tra e  w~  eve  op~ng coun  ~es  e  ames  ~c pro uc  genera e 
in export production is somewhat above  the value on the import side,  the 
product per employee being considerably above  the  import value;  this is 
most pronounced in the Netherlands  (nearly  30%)  and least in the  UK. 
15Note  that the capital coefficients used here relate to different years. 
However,  the order of the  EEC  countries in capital intensity is unaffected. 
16 No  comparable  figures  are available for  the  UK. 
17 Except in Belgium owing  to high imports of metals  from Latin America  and 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The  differences described in the production characteristics of exports  and 
imports  in trade with developing countries are always observed in exchanges 
of goods with all Third World  groups of countries  {see Tables A.3  to A.8  in 
Appendix) .  They are generally particularly marked  in the trade with 
south-east Asia,  and relatively slight in the trade with the  three candidates 
for accession  {Spain,  Greece  and Portugal) •  The  factor content of exports 
and  impo~ts in exchanges of goods with the People's Republic of China  and 
the Comecon  countries differs in the  same direction as in trade with the 
developing countries,  in the case of China  to a  much  greater extent than 
on average  for  the Third World,  and in the case of the Comecon  countries 
less.  The  factor content of exports  and  imports in trade with the western 
industrial countries in general  shows  the smallest differences,  in particular 
in exchanges of goods with  the  Community  countries.  In the  case of Italy, 
however,  there are once  again considerable differences between the production 
characteristics of exports  and  imports,  although in the opposite direction: 
Italy's exports  to western industrial countries have  an appreciably higher 
labour requirement,  with a  larger proportion of women  and unskilled workers, 
and  lower capital intensity,  than  the. relevant imports. 
Compared  with an increased division of labour with other industrialized 
countries,  which normally leads to only slight shifts in labour requirements, 
the changes brought about by an increase in trade in industrial goods with 
developing countries are considerable.  The  important point is not so much 
the  negative net effect on overall  employment as  the concentration of the 
redundancy effects on groups of employees  who  are in any case at a  disadvantage: 
if domestic production is replaced by  imports  from  the Third World  and  instead 
an  equal  volume is produced for export,  the net effect is to make  women 
redundant and  to increase the demand  for male  labour,  in accordance with 
18 
the current proportions of male  and  female  employees  in the various sectors  • 
Again,  the redundancies affect only the  lower qualification groups,  more 
labour being required in the higher groups.  Consequently the structural 
change  due  to the  increased division of labour with developing countries 
calls for  more  training of women  in traditionally male  jobs and  a  higher 
level of qualification of 
18In the Netherlands only,  there is also a  net reduction in male  employment, 
although this is much  smaller than in the case of women.  With regard  to the 
net effects of equal  levels of exports  and  imports,  see also Tables A.21  to 
A.26  in the Appendix. -23-
the labour force.  For  an equal expansion of trade,  the resulting restructuring 
(measured by the number  of employees  affected)  is greatest in· the  UK  and 
Italy in terms of the ratio between men  and  women  and  in the Federal Republic 
and Italy in terms of skill levels.  The  restructuring is smallest by both 
criteria in the Netherlands  and Belgium. 
The  changes  in sectoral structure behind the  macr~economic effects discussed 
here are examined more  closely in the next section. -24-
5.  Changes  in sectoral employment structure due  to division of labour with 
developing countries 
If the goods  structure of the trade in industrial goods in 1977  is again 
taken as  the basis,  80%  or more  of the direct and  indirect labour required 
for  the production of export goods  is attributable to manufacturing  industry 
and  10-15%  to the  service sector  {see Tables A.9  to A.14  in the Appendix). 
In the manufacturing sector,  mechanical  engineering benefits most  from 
exports to developing countries  (except in Belgium).  This is followed in 
the four  large countries by the metal  industry,  metal goods production and 
the electrical industry,  a~d also motor vehicle manufacture in the  UK  ~ 
the Federal Republic  and  textiles and  clothing in Italy  ~nd Francew  In the 
Netherlands,  exports to the Third World  increase employment most,  after 
the mechanical  engineering sector,  in the electrical industry,  transpo~t 
equipment other than motor vehicles,  chemicals and the textile industry. 
Conversely,  the largest employment effects of Belgian exports to the 
developing countries are experienced in the fields of mineral products 
and  the textile and clothing industry,  followed only then by mechanical 
engineering,  in turn followed by metal products and metals.  In all cases, 
the five sectors which benefit most account for more  than half the total 
employment effect,  or  70%  or more  of the employment effect in manufacturing 
industry. 
According to the model  calculations,  over  80%  of the  jobs not required owing 
to imports are attributable to manufacturing  industry  (see Tables A.15  to 
A.20  in Appendix).  Textiles and  clothing are the sector which is by far the 
worst hit by competition from developing countries.  These are  followed  in 
the  four  large countries by the metal .and  timber industries,  and also by 
the leather and electrical industries in the Federal Republic  and Italy, 
motor vehicle manufacture  and  the metal products  industry in France  and 
mechanical  engineering and metal products in the  UK.  In the Netherlands', 
most  jobs are threatened by  imports  from developing countries,  after··the 
textile and clothing sector,  in  the  timber industry,  electrical goods, 
mineral products  and  the leather industry.  The  job losses in Belgium 
are concentrated on the textile industry,  mineral products  and the metal 
industry. 
If the effects of·equal  levels of imports  and exports are compared,  the 
differences in sectoral employment resulting from_increased international 
division of labour on the basis of the goods  structure of  1977  become 
clear  (for trade with individual groups of countries,  see Tables A.21  to .-24a-
A. 26  in the Appendix  on this point) •  This  shows  that the employment 
effects outside manufacturing  indus~ry cancel out almost entirely,  and 
partially cancel out in the individual manufacturing sectors.  However, 
a  particularly high proportion of t.he  jobs necessary for export production 
in trade with developing countries is in other sectors than those in 
which  jobs are rendereq  superfluous  ~y imports.  The  structural change 
induced by  increased trade with  the Third World is characterized mainly 
by  a  shift in the labour requirement from  the cousumer  goods  to the capital 
goods  sector  (see Table 6).  A half to three quarters of the redundancy 
effects are  concentra~~d on the textile and clothing industry.  Of  the 
consumer  goods  sectors distinguished here,  only the rubber  and plastics 
industry and  the paper  and printing industry are not affected by  job 
losses or may  even show  job growth.;  in Italy,  this also applies to 
Other manufacturing products.  Conversely,  employment is increased in 
all sectors in the field of capital goods.  This applies in particular 
to mechanical engineering,  which  accounts for between a  quarter and  a  half 
of all increases in employment.  The  employment effects in the primary 
products field differ and are as  a  rule much  smaller:  in the chemical 
industry,  increased division of labour with developing countries increases 
employment;  this also applies to the metal industry in the  UK  and to 
mineral products in particular in Italy.  On  the other hand,  the metal 
industry in Italy and France  and  the mineral products industry in the 
Netherlands and  the  UK  lose  jobs.  In Belgium this applies to both industries, 




Table 6.  Net employment effects by sectors of a  US$100  million1 
'  increase in both exports  and  imports in trade in industrial 
goods with developing countries  (by  numbers of employees) -25a-
on  the  assumed basis of a  balanced expansion of trade with developing 
countries,  the positive employment effects are apportioned between more 
sectors than the negative effects.  In addition,  since  the capital goods 
sphere is generally larger than that of consumer goods  in the EEC  countries, 
the changes  in the  negatively affected sectors are more  evident than in 
those which benefit.  For instance,  in relation to sectoral total employment, 
the  (negative)  net effect in the  consumer  goods  srhere is twice as  large 
in the Federal Republic,  France,  the  UK  and  the Netherlands  as  the  (positive) 
effect in capital goods.  The  two  effects are equally large in Italy and 
Belgium,  where  the  c0·.3umer  goods  industry is just as  important as or even 
more  important than the capital goods  industry. 
Considering  trade  with all  countries,  an  equal increase in the 
level of imports  and  exports  leads in the Federal Republic,  the  UK  and 
France  to an increased labour requirement in the capital goods  industry 
and  a  reduced requirement in consumer  goods.  However,  the 
consumer  goods  industry in Italy experiences  a  gain in employment in this 
case,  exceeding the gain in the capital goods  sphere,  while_  job  Losses 
occur  in primary products.  In the Netherlands  and  Belgium,  trade 
with  all  countries in consumer  and capital goods results in a 
net employment  loss,  while more  jobs are required for exports than become 
superfluous  owing  to imports in the primary products industry  (chemicals 
in the Netherlands  and  the metal industry in Belgium). 
The  extent of the structural change  induced can be characterized by the 
sum  of the sectoral net gains  in employment on the one hand  and the sectoral 
net losses on  the other.  The  smaller of these  two  amounts  indicates the 
number  of workers  no  longer required owing  to imports -26-
who  - purely mathematically and on  the basis of isolated consideration 
of the trade with the relevant  gro14~ of countries  - must  "change"  sector 
in order to find  a  job in export  p~p4~ction.  Th~s number  depends on 
the extent of intrasectoral  division of labour,  the productivities of 
labour and  the import intensities of the countries considered.  The  more 
intrasectoral division of labour  there is,  the higher the productivity 
of labour and  the higher  the import intensities of the national  economy, 
the smaller  the resulting changes in the sectoral employment pattern. 
The  figures are set out in Table  7  for  imports and  exports each worth 
$100  million in trade with different groups of countries. 
According to these figures,  assuming  equal  growth of exports and  imports 
in trade with developing countries,  most workers must change  sector in 
the  UK  and  Italy,  followed by the Federal Republic,  the Netherlands  and 
France all at roughly  the  same  level,  with the smallest number of workers 
needing  to change  sector in Belgium.  The  smallest sectoral shifts arise 
from an increased division of labour with the candidates for accession 
to the Community  and  the largest as  a  rule from  trade with  the group of 
other extra-European developing countries.  An  equal  level of increased 
exports  and  imports in the trade with industrial countries has  a  much 
smaller effect than in the  trade with developing countries on the 
structure of employment in the EEC  countries.  This is due  to the high 
intrasectoral division of labour.  The  sectoral shifts calculated for 
this are only a  quarter to  a  half as large:  if the division of labour 
with the Third World  is increased,  then at the  level of disaggregation 
taken as the basis here,  30-40%  of the  jobs for export production are in 
sectors other than those in which  they become  superfluous owing to imports. 
The  equivalent figures are less than  20%  for trade with other western 
industrial countries and  as little as  10%  within the EEC.  Relatively large 
sectoral changes  accrue also in trade with the industrial countries only 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If the importance of the developing countries in the foreign trade of the 
EEC  countries is also considered,  however,  the structural effects of the 
division of labour with them appear in a  different light.  For example, 
assuming a  doubling of imports of industrial goods  compared with  1977, 
balanced by an equal level of exports,  again with the goods  structure of 
1977,  the sectoral structural changes calculated for  trade with the 
western industrial countries outside the EEC  and  with the  EEC  countries 
are each  just as large as  (or  even larger than)  those calculated for trade 
with the Third World.  The  number  of employees  who  would  have to change 
sector as  a  result of the assumed doubling of trade with the developing 
countries corresponds to  about~% of total employment or 1.5-2.5% of 
employees  in manufacturing industry,  in which  the structural changes 
would be concentrated. -28-
6.  Employment effects of the expansion of trade with developing countries 
in 1970-77 
To  highlight the structural changes,  the basis adopted in the previous 
section was  always  that of equal levels of imports and exports.  This 
section is intended to give an  impression of the extent to which  the 
actual increase in imports  and  exports in trade with the various groups 
of countries between  1970  and  1977  affected the  1~vel and  sectoral 
structure of employment in the  EEC  countries.  For  thi's purpose,  the 
number  of employees,  both direct and  indirect,  (additionally)  required 
in 1977  compared wj .._:4  1970  owing to the increase in exports was 
determined,  and  the  number of workers not  (or  no  longer)  required 
owing  to the increase in imports in the  same  period was  calculated.  The 
results of  these model  calculations do  not mean  that jobs were created 
or lost in the full  numbers  given,  but do  give an  impression of the direction 
and extent of the positive effect of exports and  the negative effect of 
19 
imports on  employment  • 
According to these calculations,  the workers not  (or  no  longer)  required 
owing  to the increase in imports of industrial goods  from developing countries 
amounted in all the  EEC  countries considered to less than  1%  of total 
employment in 1977.  In macroeconomic  terms,  the loss of employment due  to 
imports  from  the Third World is negligible;  the effect is greatest in 
the Netherlands  and least in Italy.  In the textile,  clothing and leather 
industries combined,  where Third World  competition is most evident,  the 
increased imports  from developing countries gave rise in the Netherlands 
to  job losses equal in number  to nearly a  quarter of the  number of employees 
in 1977;  the equivalent figures  for other countries were  12%  for  the 
Federal Republic,  about  6%  for  Belgium,  the  UK  and  France,  and less than 
2%  for  Italy. 
These  effects must be  seen against the background of the overall adverse 
employment  trend.  For  instance,  the  number of employees  in manufacturing 
industry fell sharply between  1970  and  1977  in the Netherlands,  the 
Federal Republic,  Belgium  and  the  UK  (it was  14-19%  above  the  1977  level 
in 1970),  but increased slightly in Italy and France.  While  the  simultaneous 
growth of jobs in the service sector more  than offset the decline in 
employment in industry in Belgium and  the UK,  overall employment fell 
in the Netherlands  and  to  an even  greate~ extent in the Federal Republic. -28a-
To  allow an evaluation of the effect of foreign trade flows  on the trend of 
employment,  the sectoral employment  changes were broken down  into components 
by means  of identity equations.  The  total change is first divided into 
changes due  to production20  and  changes  due  to production techniques  -
21  in particular,  the productivity of labour  •  The  change in production can 
in turn be attributed by the input-output model  to changes in domestic 
final uses,  exports and  imports.  Selected results of the calculations are 
reproduced in Table  822 • 
19If imports of a  group of goods have  fallen in the period chosen,  this 
is interpreted,  in accordance with the  assumptions of the model,  as  a 
fall in competitive pressure  from  abroad.  This gives rise to a  positive 
employment effect in the calculation carried out here.  However,  this is 
significant only in the case of metal  imports. 
20calculated at the level of the individual  economic  sectors as the change 
in sectoral gross production multiplied by the sectoral labour coefficient 
for  1977. 
21calculated as  the difference between the total change in employment  and 
the part imputed  to the change in production. 
22The  method of breakdown into components is often used because  the calculations 
can be  performed relatively simply and fast.  However,  it is not without 
problems,  as the identity equations  used are arbitrary and  the individual 
components are assumed  to be  independent.  For a  criticism of the approach, 
see J.P.  Martin/J.M.  Evans:Notes on Measuring the Employment Displacement 
Effects of Trade by the Accounting Procedure,  in:  Oxford Economic  Papers, 
Vol.  33,  No  1  (March  1981),  pp.  154-164.  This criticism also applies to 
the breakdown used here,  although not only the direct effects but also 
those  induced by the  demand  for  intermediate consumption inputs are 
allowed  for.  Particular problems are raised by  the neglect of the relationship 
between increases in productivity and  import competition.  However,  avai1ab1e 
empirical analyses of the extent to which  imports give rise to an increase in 
domestic productivity arrive at different conclusions.  A more  comprehensive 
comparative  international analysis would be  required for  a  better assessment 
of these relationships.  It would  also have  to take account of the fact that 
an increase in productivity induced by  imports would be more  likely to occur 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































According to the table,  the negative effect on employment resulting from 
the increase in the productivity of labour was  by far the least in Italy 
and  the  UK  owing  to the  low progress in productivity in these  two  countries. 
Progress in productivity affected employment particularly strongly in 
manufacturing industry,  the effect being greatest in the Netherlands and 
Belgium.  The  negative effect of technical progress on  employment was 
twice to three times as high in manufacturing industry in France,  the 
Federal Republic  and Italy as  the effect attributable to the increase in 
total imports of industrial goods.  The  employment effect of increased 
productivity also substantially outstripped that of total imports in the 
Netherlands and  Belgium;  this was  true only to  a  minor  extent in the UK. 
However,  increased imports  from developing countries relative to the total 
increase in imports were least precisely in the  UK,  so that here too 
the  employment effect of imports  from  the Third World was  equivalent to 
only a  fraction of the redundancies  due  to the  increase in the productivity 
of labour.  For  every  job threatened by competition from  the developing 
countries,  the following numbers  of  jobs were lost by increases in 
productivity between  1970  and  1977: -30-
Total  Manufacturing  Textile,  clothing 
economy  industry  and  leather industries 
Germany  (FR)  28  14  3 
France  32  13  6 
Italy  44  20  15 
UK  24  11  5 
Netherlands  20  9  2 
Belgium  32  18  5 
Even in the sectors  .ust strongly threatened by competitive pressure  from 
the developing countries,  the  labour-shedding effect of increased deliveries 
from the Third World in the period considered was  less than the decline in 
employment due  to  technical progress.  This also applies to the textile, 
clothing and leather industries,  in which  the  number of employees fell 
particularly sharply in the  1970s,  especially in the Netherlands,  where 
it was  halved between  1970  and  1977,  the Federal Republic  and Belgium. 
Except in the case of Italy,  imports were  also important here,  although 
imports  from  the developing countries were less significant than  from other 
countries.  Even  so,  a  reduction in the labour force in the textile, 
clothing and leather industries amounting. to a  half and  a  third of the 
job losses due  to progress in productivity can be attributed in the 
Netherlands  and  the Federal Republic respectively to increased sales by 
the Third World.  It must  indeed be  assumed that the particularly intense 
competitive pressure in these sectors gives rise to not inconsiderable 
advances  in productivity. 
On  the other hand,  the  jobs attributable to the increase in exports  to 
developing countries were equivalent in the  EEC  countries to  1.4-2% of 
total employment in 1977,  accounting for  4-6%  of all jobs in manufacturing 
industry.  Additional  exports  to the Third World accounted to almost half 
of the total additional workers required for exports compared with  1970 
in the  UK,  about a  third in the Federal Republic,  France  and Italy,  and 
more  than  a  fifth in the Netherlands  and  Belgium.  The  additional demand 
of  the developing countries benefited particularly employment in mechanical 
engineering  (9-14%  of employees  in 1977);  almost the  same  degree of benefit 
was  also experienced by  the metal  industry in the  four  large countries23 • 
Hence  the  net effect on total  employmen~ of the growth of the trade in industrial 
goods with  the developing countries between  1970  and  1977  was positive in -30a-
all the EEC  countries considered.  In manufacturing industry,  each  job 
lost owing  to additional imports  from  the Third world was  offset on average 
by  two  to  three  jobs required for additional exports;  this figure was 
least for  the Netherlands  (less than two)  and  most for  Italy  (six).  In 
most of the sectors defined here,  too,  the positive effect of increased 
exports was  greater than the negative effect of the rise in imports.  The 
net effect on  employment was  negative only in the textile and  clothing 
industry  (except in Italy and Belgium),  in the leather industry and,  in 
some  EEC  countries,  in the wooden products industry and Other manufacturing 
industry.  The  net negative employment effect attributable in the textile, 
clothing and leather industries to the  growth of trade with developing 
countries between  1970  and  1977  amounts  in the Netherlands to nearly  20% 
of the number  of employees  in.the sector in 1977,  the equivalent figures 
for  the Federal Republic being nearly  10%  and for France and  the UK  about 
3%. 
The  positive net effect of the growth of trade in industrial goods with the 
developing countries between  1970  and  1977  on total employment is attributable 
principally to increased exports to the  OPEC  countries  (see Table 9).  The 
additional purchases by the petroleum countries were particularly important 
for  the labour market in the  UK,  Italy and  the Federal Republic.  The  trend 
differed from  that applicable to the other groups of developing countries: 
while  the overall effect of increased trade with the non-oil developing 
countries on employment was  negative in the Netherlands,  the Federal Republic 
a~d the UK,  it was  positive in Italy,  Belgium and  France.  The  net employment 
effect in all EEC  countries of the growth of trade 
23 The  overall proportion of employees  (direct and indirect)  working  in 1977 
f 
on exports to developing  coun~ies was  20-30%  in mechanical engineering and 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































with  the powerful exporting developing countries of south-east Asia,  which 
was  characterized principally by increased imports  from  these countries, 
was  negative. 
The  total trade in industrial goods gave rise to a  negative net effect for 
the  UK  and Belgium in the period considered because imports  increased much 
faster than exports in trade with the Western industrial countries.  The 
overall increase in trade had  a  positive net effect on.employment in the 
other EEC  countries,  this being greatest in  Italy and the Federal Republic. 
In addition to  the net effects on overall employment in the EEC  countries 
considered,  the sectoral structural changes due  to the growth of trade in 
industrial products differed in scale.  Once  again,  the indicator used 
is the  number of employees who  (purely mathematically)  had to  change 
sector by virtue of trade with the relevant group of countries between 
1970  and  1977  in order to take a  job created by additional exports instead 
of one lost by increased imports.  On  this basis,  the growth of trade with 
the developing countries had  the greatest effect on sectoral employment 
structure in the Netherlands and  the Federal Republic  and  the least effect 
in Italy.  For  foreign trade in industrial goods as a  whole,  the model 
calculations also  show  the largest induced structural changes  to have  taken 
place in the -32-
Netherlands  and  the smallest in Italy.  As  a  rule,  the structural change 
due  to trade with the Third World in the reference period was  just as 
great as  (or even greater than)  that due  to  trade with the western industrial 
countries,  both outside and inside the EEC. 
If the total change  in the sectoral pattern of employment between  1970  and 
1977  is measured on this basis,  these changes are equal·  to between 
13  times  (Federal  Republic,  Nethe·rlands)  and mo-re  than 300  times  (Italy) 
those attributable - on the  assumption made  above of the mutual  independence 
of productivity trends  and  trade with developing countries - to the increase 
in trade in  indusr_~al goods  with the developing countries.  ....  --33-
7.  Conclusion 
The  developing countries succeeded in the  1970s in reversing the long-term 
trend of falling shares of world trade.  Their importance in the foreign 
trade of the six EEC  countries considered increased substantially in the 
last decade.  This trend was  characterized mainly by increased payments 
for petroleum,  increased imports of finished goods  - in particular,  from 
the more  advanced  countries  - and  increased exports to,  in particular, 
the OPEC  countries.  Overall,  the developing countries continue to be of 
greater importance  to the economies of the European Community  as markets 
for  industrial products and as  suppliers of raw materials than as suppliers 
of  semimanufactures  and finished goods. 
In the six countries together,  about 3.7 million employees depended directly 
or  by way  of the production of the necessary intermediate consumption inputs 
on exports of industrial goods  to the developing countries in 1977.  Conversely, 
the  "employment equivalent" of imports of industrial goods  from  the Third 
world in the ·same  year is put at only 1.3 million.  As  a  result of the 
expansion of trade,  each  job which became  superfluous owing to increased 
imports between  1970  and  1977  was  offset by three additional  jobs required 
for exports;  this is equivalent to a  positive net effect of about  1.2 
million jobs  in the  six EEC  countries together.  Overall,  a  negative employment 
effect of 0.6 million persons can be attributed to the increase in imports  from 
developing countries in this period.  This corresponds to 0.6%  of total employment 
in 1977,  and  amounts  to only a  fraction of the number  of jobs lost owing to 
increases in the productivity of labour.  Even  in the worst hit sectors,  the 
number  of jobs threatened by  increasing competition from  the Third World 
was  smaller than the  job losses due to technical progress. 
The  results of the model  calculations bear out the  low macroeconomic  significance 
of  job losses due  to imports  from the developing countries.  On  the basis of 
the orders of magnitude revealed,  this assessment is unchanged by allowance 
for the ~act that part of the increase in productivity is attributable to 
competitive pressure  from  the Third World.  Again,  the  job losses due  to 
imports are very substantially outstripped by the positive employment effects 
of exports  to the developing countries.  The  labour market problems of an 
increased division of labour with the Third World arise more  from the fact 
that the  jobs are lost through imports mainly in sectors other than those 




For all the differences of detail,  the  trend of structural change in the 
EEC  countries considered,  where  induced by trade with developing countries, 
is the same,  being characterized mainly by a  transfer of the labour 
requirement from  the field of consl..iiDer  goods  to the capital goods industries. 
The  labour-shedding effects are concentrated mainly in the textile,  clothing 
and  leather industries,  while mechanical  engineering ·benefits most  from 
employment growth.  The  shifts in production rT4d  employment between sectors 
are also accompanied by changes  in the vocational  and qualification requirements 
of the labour force.  The  redundancy effects of imports  from developing 
countries affect ·  ....... inly unskilled and  female workers,  while  export 
production calls for  a  particularly high proportion of skilled workers, 
who  are at present predominantly men.  Increased division of labour with 
the Third World  thus  demands  a  more  highly qualified labour force and  the 
increased training of women  in traditionally male  jobs. 
There are considerable differences in the degree of structural change  in 
the  1970s between the  EEC  countries considered.  The  increase in imports 
and  exports in the trade in industrial goods with developing countries 
led between 1970  and  1977  (relative to total employment)  to  the largest 
sectoral shifts in the Netherlands  and  the Federal Republic of Germany 
and  to the smallest 
/ • 
-34-
in Italy.  However,  the scale is small  everywhere in relation to total 
employment  and  also to the overall changes in the sectoral  employment 
pattern during the period considered. 
In view of the order of magnitude revealed,  trade with developing countries 
cannot be regarded as  a  cause of unemployment  in the EEC  countries;  measures 
to counteract imports of industrial goods  from  the Third World  do  not 
constitute a  way  of decreasing unemployment.  The  employment problem in 
the industrialized countries  ~ust be  solved by means of a  comprehensive 
policy aimed at stimulating final demand  and  limiting  the  labour  supply. 
Such a  policy is necessary in any case,  whether  trade with developing 
countries increases or decreases.  The  positive employment effect of 
barriers to trade is small and only short-term,  since they preserve 
obsolete and  no  longer competitive structures and curtail the potential 
for  growth on the export side. 
Additional  imports  from  the developing countries induce additional exports 
to this group of countries,  as their requirements of imported goods 
continue to be large and their demand  on the world market is determined 
mainly by the level of foreign currency earnings.  The  resulting structural 
changes are liable to remain relatively small:  even if imports doubled 
compared with  1977  and  exports grew  to the  s~e extent  (on  the basis of 
the goods  structures of 1977},  the number  of workers who  would  have  to 
change sector would not exceed  ~% of total employment.  However,  the 
induced structural effect differs in degree between the individual EEC 
countries,  being larger the more  the goods  structures of imports and exports 
differ,  the lower  the productivity of labour and  the lower  the  import 
intensity of the relevant economy.  Overall,  the largest structural change 
- assuming an equal volume of trade and measured by the number  of workers 
affected - would confront the  UK  and  Italy. 
Again,  the individual  EEC  countries'  chances of securing additional orders 
from  the Third World differ.  The  Fe~eral Republic and the Netherlands would 
probably be most favourably positioned owing  to their high level of 
productivity and  the competitive range of goods  they offer,  the emphasis 
being on capital goods  and  chemical products.  Next would probably be 
France,  whose productivity of labour is similarly high and whose  international 
position in the field of capital goods  improved considerably in the  1970s. 
The  situation of Belgium is less favourable because the supply structure is 
unsatisfactory  (the emphasis being on metals  and textiles).  The  prospects 
of the  UK  appear  even worse because productivity in all sectors is low. -34a-
Italy's position will probably also be unfavourable,  as  the  country has 
not only a  low level of productivity but also an adverse supply structure 
(with  the emphasis  on textiles,  clothing and leather goods).  It is 
precisely Italy and Belgium which. are also hit on their export markets 
by competition from  the developing countries. 
A liberal trade policy towards  the Third World is necessary from  the point 
of view of development,  ~nd,  having regard to t.e orde~s of magnitude 
revealed,  there are  no  important employment objections to this.  However, 
owing  to the differePt attitudes of the individual EEC  Member  States, it 
is doubtful whetl ~r free  access  for  the developing countries to the entire 
European market can be  achieved quickly.  On  the contrary,  although trade 
policy has  now  been formally substantially unified on  a  Community basis, 
as  stipulated in the Treaty of Rome,  individual Member  States are at present 
erecting further  import barriers.  Indeed,  the Community itself is being 
increasingly protectionist.  In such  an unfavourable  trade policy climate, 
it is particularly difficult to  submit proposals  for  a  liberalization of 
imports  capable of being seriously discussed by  the political decision-
makers  and having  any prospects of implementation.  An  important point to 
be  taken into account here is that there are differences between the 
individual  EEC  countries in both the scale of structural change due  to 
foreign trade and  economic  efficiency.  Again,  opinions will differ from 
country to country about the extent to which  the contraction of threatened 
industries is deemed  socially acceptable. 
For  these reasons,  an offer by the European Community  to the developing 
countries to dismantle  the barriers to imports  in accordance with  a 
binding schedule identical for all Member  States would have  to be  accompanied 
by  a  structural policy taking account of the important differences between 
the EEC  countries in the extent of structural change  due  to  trade with 
the Third World  and in economic  efficiency.  One  possibility would be 
preferential active support by  the Community  for  structural change in 
countries with comparatively serious problems.  Sector-related -35-
restructuring aids are in fact already provided or are being prepared for 
by legislation.  However,  until the currently still growing budgetary 
constraints of the Community  are eliminated by a  comprehensive reform 
of the agricultural policy,  the scope  for  a  common  structural policy 
will remain very small  indeed.  For this reason it might be considered 
whether  the liberalization plan to be agreed could directly take account 
of differences of the kinds mentioned between the EEC  countries.  This 
could be done by arranging for  the schedule for  the step-by-step dismantling 
of existing trade barriers to allow for dates for individual EEC  countries 
differing from  those applicable to the majority. -37-
-.. 
'•· 
Appendix:  Tables* 
*See  Section 2  for data base,  methods of calculation, definitions and abbreviations. -38-
Table A.1.  Key  macroeconomic  indicators of the EEC  countries in 1977 
(at  1970  prices) 
Germany  France  Italy  UK  Netherlands  Belgium 
(FR) 
Total  economy  (sectors  1-24) 
Employees  (thousands)  24  995  21- 444  20  269  24  929  4  662  3  746 
GDP  per employee 
US$  thousands  8.9  8.2  6.1  5.6  8.1  8.3 
Change  compared with  1970 
(%)  26.7  29.9  18.8  17.6  27.7  25.7  ,.. 
Manufacturing industry  (sectors 3-18) 
Employees  (thousands)  8  472  5  572  5  647  6  992  1  007  979 
of which  (%)  : 
Men  69.6  69.2  68.1  70.8  84.3  74.8 
Women  30.4  30.8  31.9  29.2  15.7  25--.2 
Qualification  1  1  6.5  6.0  4.2  5.1  4.2  group 
2  10.7  6.3  6.1  6.6  6.0 
3  6.7  12.2  5.5  15.6  7~5 
4  2.9  4.6  2.1  3.4  2.5 
5  27.9  27.1  27.8  26.0  23.7 
6  26.6  27.6  31.9  31.0  30.4 
7  18.7  16.3  22.4  12.2  25.5 
GDP  per  employee 
US$_  thousands  9.7  9.5  6.6  5.6  9o.9  10.2 
Change  compared with 
1970  (%)  34.2  38.1  24.5  22 .. 8  42.5  50.8 
Capital intensity 
(capital assets in US$  2 
thousands per employee)  18.5  18.1  12.9  12.0  24.1  20.0 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A.9.  Struct~re of the employment  effects of exports of 
industrial goods  to  di~ferent groups of countries 
by sectors,  sex  and qualification groups in  1977: 































































27  LEli\TGRl 
28  2 
29  3 
30  4 
31  5 
32  6 






















































































































































2.  7 
















































































































































































Translator's note:  The  column  headings of Tables A.9 to A.26  are identical,viz:· 
1.  All developing countries;  2.  European  developing countries;  3. Extra-
European  developing countries  (excluding OPEC);  4.  All;  5.  Spain,  Greece, 
Portugal;  6.  Yugoslavia,  Turkey;  7.  All;  8.  Mediterranean countries; 
9.  Latin America;  10.  South-east Asian threshold countries;  11.  Others; 
12.  OPEC  countries;  13.  PR  China;  14.  Comecon  countries;  15.  Western 
industrialized countries  {excluding EEC);  16.  All;  17.  Japan;  18.  USA; 
19.  Others;  20.  EEC  countries;  21.  All countries. 
See  Section  2  for abbreviations in first column;  additional abbreviations: 
1-24.  TOTAL;  25.  MEN;  26.  WOMEN;  27.  QUALIFICATION  GROUP. 
46 -47-
Table A.9  continued 
IZ..  16  I  <f. 
IS 
2o  2/  ,,  11- If'  1'1 
LA NOW  I • I  ).c;  I.::>  1.4  lo7  lo1  1.4  1.6  1.4  .-
7!  RERGRoEN  1.9  3.7  ?.4  2.0  2.1  2.2  1.9  2.1  2.0 
3-18  yEQAQB  ~O.J  70.5  77.Q  79.4  78.9  78.7  7'1.7  78.'1  79.2 
J- 5  GQliNDST  14of.  40.Q•  22·"  16.3  18.9  17o9  l5o6  l7o6  17.3 
3  F.:RZE • ..,ET  9.3  ?P..6  15.?  8.4  5.0  10o4  7o9  9o0  9.2  4  BAUST  2o1  1.9  }.Q  2o6  2.~  ?..6  2·6  2o9  2o6 
'5  CHE"'  3.3  10.4  c;.4  c;o3  llo5  4o9  Sol  5.7  5oS 
6-11  IIIIVC:.UET  53.5  ;?1.6  )QoA  42o3  41.1  47o9  40o3  36.8  41.1  ,.,  "'nr,un  7.4  3.0  4o'5  'ioB  4o9  So5  6o0  5.7  5.7 
7  MR  ?.4o8  11·  0  27ol  14.7  19.1  15.1  l4o3  12.5  16o4 
8  s  ... rriN"'  loS  1.2  Joe;  3.2  5.8  3.8  2.a  3.1  2.8 
9  ELT  q.e  2.5  4.fl  7.)  4.6  4.1  a.z  6o8  7.1 
10  t(fl  8.8  Oo5  1oc;  10.7  6.7  18.6  AoO  7.4  7.8 
11  S.F'l  1.2  3.4  Oon  Oo'l  Dol  Oo'8  1o0  1.3  1.2 
12  ..  c;  0.3  OoS  Oo4  0.4  o.s  Oo4  Oo4  0.4  Oo4 
13-1~  KONGUFT  llo8  7.5  p;.?  20.4  18.3  17!o5  23.3  24.2 ~  20o4 
13  TEX•REI(l  :lol  1 .1  6.?  6.7  -4.2  2.5  Ao)  9.1  7.3 
14  LFD£R  Ooi  0 o1  0.4  o.e  1.0  0.4  o.q  0.7  0.7 
lc:;  P40Ll  ?.0  ooe  o.q  2.1  lo4  1 o1  z.s  2o9  2.2 
1~  PAPDRUCK  ZoB  3.2  3o6  4.c;  Sol  3.4  4o9  5.1  4.4 
17  GUMPLAST  3.0  2ol  3.4  4o4  3.1:!  3.6  4o7  5o0  4o4 
18  SoVERARB  0.6  0.2  o.,.,  loCI  2.8  1.6  z.o  lo3  1.  3 
1'1  BAll TEN  o.,;  o.e  Oofl  0.6  o.1  0.6  Oo6  0.6  0.6 
20-24  OIENSTL  16.2  ?3.,.,  p.q  16.,.,  16.7  17.4  l6o3  16.8  16.7 
20  HANDEL  10.4  15.?  ll.c;  10.6  10.4  11.2  10.3  10.6  10o6 
21  VERI(IIIACH  3.6  '5.7  4ol  3o7  3.9  3.9  3.7  3.9  3.8 
22  KREOVERS  0.3  0.4  0.)  0.3  0.3  0.3  Oo)  0.3  o.3 
23  S"'DIFN'iT  1o9  2.3  2.0  2.0  ZoO  2o0  2o0  2.0  2o0 
24  N"'DIFIIIST  o.o  o.o  o.o  OoO  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
1-24  IIIISGES.  100.0  100.0  1oo.n  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 
25  ""AENNER  73.'1  7':1.0  73.0  7o.c;  70.3  74.1  69o2  69.2  70.5 
26  F'RAUEN  26.1  ?4.0  27.(1  29.'5  29.7  25.9  30.8  30.8  29.5 





Table A.10.  Structure of  the  employment effects of  exports of 
industrial goods  to different groups of  c~untries 
by  sectors,  sex  and qualification groups  in 1977: 
France  (percent) 
2.  3 
I  s- 1 
Lt1NOW  loA  lol.i  lol  I of>  1o8  1.8  1.9 
?  t'I[Qu~ofN  I .4  J.tl',  1 ...  1.,  lo4  1.4  loS 
'\-1~  lffj;o~~Fl  ROo A  AOol  . '4n.o  RO.l  A0.7  A1.1  79.9 
1- c;  GRUNDST  1c;.9  ~~.,.,  1~.4  19.1  l6o2  11).3  17.8 
3  ERZf oMFT  ~.s  10.0  9.4  12.1  Bo4  8.9  9.0 
4  H~UST  2.5  ?.1  ?.~  1.1',  2.~  2.f,  2.7 
c;  tHE~  4.~  I..?  ~.c;  c;.?  So3  4.A  6ol 
1'.-11  INVr.un  4c;.,.,  "\Q.c;  31<.1  4"3.1  43.5  42.7  42.8  ,.,  ro-nr.un  )].,  A.R  R.7  9.2  lOofl  11.8  8.7 
7  MH  12.4  12.0  )1).1  17.6  11.1  12.1  9.9 
R  A~oF'FIN""  1.9  ?.c;  ?.'!  1.7  z.o  1.8  2.7 
Q  flT  Aol  ,., • 1  c;.q  ,_,.,  8.1  8.8  8.13 
Ill  t<F'Z  7.1  A.FI  9oc;  6.4  s.s  S.A  5.4 
11  c;.F'l  4.5  lo4  1.:>  1.7  e,.z  2.4  7o3 
12  NG  o.z  (1.2  o.:>  o.?  0.2  0.2  0.2 
J3-1A  KON(';UET  }9o?  ?1 .A  23o] 
17 ·" 
20.7  ?1.9  19.0 
13  TEK•j:IEKL  7o2  A.,  9.4  6.?  7.1:1  10.4  ~.6 
14  LF'OE~  o.q  r.~o~  1o0  0.4  }.0  0.8  ] o1 
1<;  1-40LZ  1.5  l."i  1.,  0.9  1.3  1.  2  1.  6 
16  PAPUQUCK  3.1  1.~  3.Q  Zo,.,  3.7  3.1  4.0 
l7  Gu""'?LAST  ... .,  l')oU  c;.'i  6 0 M  Sol  5.1  4o4 
1~  S.VF:~ARFI  1 oc;  1. 3  1.c;  o.A  1. 7  1.'5  }.9 
19  FIAIJTfN  Ool.l  0.9  o.q  o.q  0.'7  O.FI  }.0 
20-24  OH.NSTL  1  c; o}  )C....,  }L,.c;  }';.q  15.2  }4.4  1S.7 
20  1-4AN0fl  '5.9  ~-..]  ('..;>  6.7  s.~;  f>oO  15.9 
21  lfE~KIIIAC':I-4  4.7  4.~  4.Q  4.~  4.1  4.7  4.9 
2?  I(QFllVE~S  Oo1  o.I  0. 1  0.1  0.1  Ool  o.l 
21  s-..niFNST  4o3  4.1  4.1  4.?  4.~  4.1  4.8 
'?4  N,..DIF'NST  o.o  floO  n.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
1-24  lNSt.ES.  1oo.o  1no.n  100.0  )00.0  lOOoO  100.0  100.0 
2c;  MAE..,,_.fR  71.11  70.Ii  70.1  7;>.q  11.o  ~Q.9  n.~: 
~, .  F'~AUf~  ?Ao4  ?9.?  ?9.Q  ?1.1  29.0  30.1  28.4 
27  Lf.ISTGR1  c:;.Q  r:;,q  c;.q  5.9  6.0  S.fl  flo2 
?.~  ?  7.1  "·' 
6ofl  7,1  7.2  6.7  ?.s 
29  3  1?.0  l?ol  1?ol  1?..2  ll.2  12.0  1?.4 
Jl)  4  4o9  4.9  4.9  c;.o  4o<i  4.9  4o9 
31  5  ?8.7  ?".1  27.7  29.3  2R.S  ?f4.l  28.4 
3?  f:o  ?"'.3  ?7.:>  ?7.7  2'5.5  26.3  ?7.0  2S.A 
31  7  Jc;:?  1t,.t  }C:,.J  1'5.11  15.0  15.5  }4,A 
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(2.  /1  ~~  2o  ,,  /}  If  ltf. 
~ 
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1-18  VERA~R  Hlo'5  7A.~;  7Q.o  MQo4  lilo2  79ol  ti1ol  80.7  80.6 
., 
l- '5  GQUNOST  14.0  ?2.7  21.1  17.7  1SoS  22o5  15o1  15.7  16.4 
·~ 
)  ERlE·~fT  7.9  14.0  12.11  9.2  3.7  13.0  7.5  8.1  8.6 
f 
It  8AUST  2.7  1.0  ?.1  z.c;  1.8  2:5  2.7  2.4  2.5 
'i  CriEM  1.4  7.7  a.•  r,.o  10.0  7.1  s.o.  5.2  5.3 
~ 
il  11-11  INVC.UET  r;z.o  42.7  37.1  33.'5  20.3  28.7  37.4  • 31.9  36.7  .,  ,  METr.uET  14.7  7.1  9.7  Ao2  4.2  6.4  9.6  7.7  9.1 
7  NR  14.5  17.~  1i<>.1  l:to?  Jol  4.9  7.1  6.1  8.6 
t 
~  RMoFF'INM  1.5  loR  1.~  3ofl  6.0  4.3  2o9  2.8  2.6 
Q  ELT  Qo}  4.9  f. ..  ?  c;.2  Sob  4~5  5o6  5.1  6.1 
ltJ  KFZ  q.f.,  0.9  lo"- "'·~  laO  4 .. 4  7.8  9.2  7.7 
11  ~.FZ  l.f..  7.~  I.  7  4.1  o.J  4.?.  4o4  0.9  2.6 
12  NC,  O.l  o.2  ().?  o.?  o.·3  o.2·  o.z  0.2  0.2 
11-l,.  1(0Nr.UET  Jc;.4  13.0  1"1.1  29.0  45ol  27.6  28.3  32.9  27.) 
13  TEXoREP<L  'io4  MoO  7.;J  12.1  26.2  10.3  12.2  16.2  12.3 
14  LFOER  0.7  o.1  o.A  1.9  4.1  2.4  1o4  1.6  1.4 
1'5  I-IOLZ  I .A  0.4  (l.l',  t.?  0.9  o.a  lo4  2.4  1.8 
lfl  P~PDRUCK  2.4  2. I  <;.1  j.J  ).<It  t:.'o6  ·3.7  4.0  3.7 
17  GUMPLAST  4.0  2.0  ).Q  r,.4  3.1  7.8  5o9  7.2  6.2 
1~  S.lf(RARR  1.1  o.5  0.4  J.Q  7.5  3.8  3.6  1.5  1.8 
19  RAUl fill  0.9  1.0  0.9  n.9  o.e  0.9  0.9  o.e  0.9 
21\-24  !1IENSTL  14.!,  17.1  1r,.7  15.2  l4ol  16.3  14.7  14.5  14.9 
20  I-f ANDEL  c;.q  .... a  6.$1  c;.9  4.9  6.4  s.7  5.9  6.0 
21  lfERKNACH  4.5  c; .1  5.4  4.7  4.3  s.o  4.5  4.5  4.6 
~ 
?.2  KRF:IJVERS  Oo1  0..,..,  0.1  Ool  0 ol  0.1  Oal  0.1  Ool 
t 
23  SMI)IE"NST  4.0  c:; .o···  4o4  4o'i  4od  4.7  4.4  4.0  4.2 
24  NMiliFNST  o.o  n.o  o.n  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o.  o.o  , 
1-24  l114SGES.  100.0  1nn.o  100.1'1  )00.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  1oo.o 
i 
~'5  ~4ENNEQ  73.0  7?..1'1  7l.Q  fl7.7  57.3  68.5  oA.l  66.3  68.5 
2,  F"l-lAUfN  l7.0  27.2  2A.l  32.3  42.7  31.5  31.9  33.7  31.~ 
,j 
. '  27  LEISTGRl  c; ••  ~  1',.4  F-.1  c;.~  6ol  5.9  s.7  5.5  5.7  ..  ~ 
28  2  7.0  7.Q  7.1'1  6.5  So4  6.7  6oS  5.9  6.4 
,  I  zq  3  11.7  13.0  12.Q  12.1  12.9  12.3  l1o9  11.7  11.9 
'1  JO  4  4.Q  c; .I  s.o  4.7  4.3  4.8  4.7  4.7  4.8 
31  5  2Q·?  ?Q.q  29.-.  2~.A  23.~  26.8  27ol  26.2  27.2 
32  II  ;><;.9  i'3.11  24.1  2RoA  32.1  28.3  28.8  30.3  28.5 






Table A.ll  continued 
12.  13  ~~ 
1$'"  zo  Zl 
-/{,  11'  1r  I<J 
L&Nf)W  1.6  1.0  lo4  :?.0  z.o  2.1  l.q  1oCf  1.8 
:?  11ERGA,fl\l  t.l  1.9  I.e;  1.1)  Oot:l  1. 1  loO  1.0  1.1  . 
1-l~  vEPaPR  '14. 7  79.0  Iii>.~  11c;.z  136.0  84.9  lie;.)  as.2  84.8 
,_  I§  GQIJIIfOST  .~.lli  ?7o1  20o7  llol  So'i  14.'5  l2o6  13.3  14.6 
l  F:RlF.:oMfT  ~.'5  9o0  lftol  4 •  .R  lo'='  5.8  4.5  s.o  6.)  •  4  Rauc;T  '5.3  1.  3  ?.1  4.5  2od  4.6  4.6  s.o  4.6 
c;  C'1F"'  ?.,.  16.~  4oli  l.  7  4.5  4.1  3.c;  3.3  3.8 
,c,-11  JI\4Vt";IJ~T  4?.9  ... 4.<;  39.1  z~.z  lo..o  .-?3 • .;  t7.3  4?4.8  30.9 
~  ,.~Tr.un  ll.B  4.'5  q.n  4.9  2.6  4.'5  5.4  5.4  7.1 
7  "!A  14,4  1"-ofl  £'2o0  7.4  6o0  6.?  A.)  6.7  10.4 
~  Bl'loFI'"IN""  o.q  }o6  ) .o  :?.9  3.0  3.6  2.4  1.13  1.9 
q  F.LT  7.0  3o0  5.1'1  4.1  lo 7  2.7  5.2  s.s  5.8 
10  . KF"Z  4,6  o.A  1·""  4,A  lo3  5.2  4.9  4.A  4.7 
II  "'·""' 
2.2  o.o  0 .}  1. 1  0.2  1.4  lol  Oo7  1.2 
I~  "'c;  n.l  0.4  o.?  0.2  o.z  .0.2  o.z  Oo2  o.z 
11-IA  1(01\ft;UE:T  ?So£'  ?7.0  ?.?.7  46.7  62o1  46.6  4o5ol  46.9  39.0 
ll  TEJC•~EKL  7.9  llo/4  lOo"\  19.,  43.0  15.2  i?Ool  24.5  18.3 
)4  LF"OF:~  1 .}  OoA  4o0  11 .A  l0ot4  14.9  9oA  8.4  6.8 
1'5  ~OL7  Sol  o.~  loll  lo4  lot!  2.7  4.0  4o1  3.6 
If~  PAPOPUCK  1.5  1of\  lo 7  1.11!  1o4  }o7  1o9  2.6  2.2 
1 7  GU"'I;:I.A5i  1.4  I loll  4o'l  3.9  1.4  4.0  4.2  4.5  4.4 
1A  s.vE.QAQR  ..,.1  0.2  Oo-"  6.?.  3.7  8.2  '5o2  2.7  3.7 
)9  1-lAIITEN  o.~  1.2  1.0  o.A  0.7  o.a  Ooli  0.8  o.a 
20-24  OlfNSTL  1 l • ..,  }4.9  l3o1  11.0  10.~  11 o}  lloO  llo1  u.c; 
2~  HANDEL  '5.1  l:ooO  6.1  c;.l  5.2  c;o2  Sol  5.2  5.2 
21  VERI<NACH  1.A  4.~  4.1  loi'  2.1  3.3  3o2  3.2  3.5 
22  K~I="OVEQS  OoJ  OoJ  Oo1  o.J  Oo.J  OoJ  OoJ  Oo3"  o.J 
i 
23  SMI")lFNST  ?..4  3~ 
lof-t  2.4  2.3  2o4  2o4  2o4  2.4 
:?4  ~,..lllFIII'ST  o.o  o.  o.o  OoO  OoU  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
~- ..  1-24  INSr.E5o  100.0  100o0  IOOoO  100.0  100.0  100o0  1oooo  100o0  100.0  . 
:i 
I  f  2c;  "'AE"'~f~  7'5o5  73.7  7'5oc;  '-4.0  51.u  ~<,5.3  64.4  62o9  b1,3 
J 
2'-t  FQAI)[N  ?4o5  ';),.. 0  J  24.~  36.0  49.0  34.7  35o6  37.1  32.7 
27  LEISTG~1  4.3  So4  4oq  3.6  3o2  3.6  ).7  \l  3.6  4.0 
2~  2  ~o2  1.2  ().~  5.3  4.8  5o2  5.4  5o3  5.7 
29  3  5o()  <;o7  5o6  c;.o  4.6  4o9  5.0  4o9  5.2 
l 
30  4  7. o1  ?..,  2ol  2ol  z.z  2.1  2.1  2ol  2.1 
31  c;  27.2  ?9.1!  2~.1  28.~  29.7  28o6  2Ao5  28oA  28.4 
]2  6  .  11.4  10.7  3Zon  34o?  3A.4  JJ.ff  34ol  3So0  33.6 
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Table  A .12.  Structure of the  employment  effects  )f exports of 
'  f;;~ 
industrial goods  to different groupb  of countries  ~i~ 
-
by sectors,  and  qualification  in  1977: 
'  sex  g:r  ,UpS 
' .  ~\ 





2.  .3 
•  r  s- 7  IO  II 
,  ... 
It . J  ~  \J  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  o.1 
2  BERGE! tEN  3.0  3.1  3.2  3.0  3.1  3.3  3.~  ·- ~ -~ 
3•18  VERARB  80.7  ao.s  80.4  80.8  8o.s  80 •  .3  f:o.s  BO.b  80.3 
·~ 
"  ..  ~ 
3- 5  GRUNDST  }6o7  l7o4  17.9  l6oZ  18o2  2o.R  \.t)¥-7  16.6  18.7 
~ 
3  ERZE oMET  8.4  9.8  10.1  9.1  7oiJ  1.z  !).!  7.7  8.2 
4  BAUST  3.5  2 o1  2.2  1.7  5.2  9.7  ~.5  3.1  5.4 
5  0-IEM  4.7  s.s  5.5  So4  s.z  3.9  6.0  5.8  5.1 
6-11  JNVGUET  49o4  4fl.7  45.9  55.1  48o2  44o0  -,-,  '  ~ {_  •  .r.  47.8  48.S 
6  METGUET  8.9  7.3  7.3  7.3  e.o  7.5  7e5  8.5  t.4 
1  MB  17.9  17.1  15.2  21.5  18.2  ~ 17.1  19.0  17.3  18.9 
8  $MtF'E'INM  lo6  2.4  2.s  lo4  1o6  .  1.8  lo9  z.o  1.2 
9  ELT  7~8  7.1  6.9  7.3  6.6  11.,1  5.4  7.4  6.5 
10  KF'Z  9.7  12.2  11·"  13.8  9.4  '·~ 
9ol  9.9  1o.s 
11  s.rz  3o6  2.5  2.1  3.7  4.4  3.3  9.1  2.6  3.0 
12  NG  Oo2  o.z  0.2  o.z  0.2  0.2  0.2  0.?  0.2 
13•18  KONGUET  l4o4  14.3  16.4  9.4  13.8  15.4  lloA  16.0  12.9 
13  TEXtAEKL  5.3  s.8  7.2  2.7  Sol  6.8  3o4  5.9  4.6 
14  LEDER  o.s  o.s  0.6  0.1  0.6  0.7  0.4  1.4  o.3 
15  HOLZ  1.4  0.7  0.7  0.6  o.8  1.0  0.7  o.8  o.8 
16  PAPD,:PUCK  ~.3  2.~  2.7  2.4  3.4  3.0  ::;.3  3.5  3.7 
17  GUMPLAST  2.6  3.1  3.2  2.9  2o6  2.3  2.8  2.4  2.7 
18  S.VERARB  1.3  1...6  z.o  O.f.  lo3  1.6  ! .z  z.o  ,,  9 
19  BAUTEN  leO  1.0  (,,  lol  lo 1  ;.1  l  ol  1.0 
20•24  OIENSTL  1  Sol  15.3  15.4  Jc;.o  15.2  15.3  15.0  15.2  15. ,,  ' 
20  HANDEL  4.8  4.9  s.o  4.9  4.7  4.5  4.7  4.8  4.8 
21  VERKNACH  3.6  J.S  3.f.  3.4  3.8  4.1  3.5  3.6  3.8 
22  KREDVERSJ  6.7  6.8  6.9  6.7  6od  6o6  6.8  6.8  6.8 
23  SMDIENST  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
24  NMDIENST  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
1•24  JNSGES.  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  1oo.o 
2S  MAENNt.R  73.9  73.8  72.8  75.9  74.1  ' 73.1  75.5  72.9  74.6 
26  F'RAUEN  26ol  26.2  27.2  24.1  25.9  26.9  24.5  27.1  25.4 
27  LEISTGRl  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.u  o.o  o.·o  o.o  o.o 
28  2  n.o  o.o  o.o  o .n .  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
29  3  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
30  4  1).0  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
31  5  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
32  6  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
33  1  o.o  (.  0  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
.. 
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Table A.12  continued 
r 
.i  ~~ 
l  JZ.  13  /C...  2o  2t  :4  ,, 
·~ 
I~·  ,, 
LA NOW  Oo1  0.1  0.2  Oo1  Oo2  Oo1  Ool  0.1  0.1 
2  BERGB,EN  2.9  3.1  3.7  3.4  3o2  3o3  3.4  3o2  3.2 
3-18  VERARB  81ol  !.'1.8  78.0  79.8  79.8  80ol  79.7  80.3  80.2 
I  3- 5  GRUNOST  lSoO  l6o8  22o8  22o2  18o7  2lo4  22o8  19o2  19o4  •  3  ERZEtMET  8o6  Bolt  10o4  7.3  7o6  8o6  6o8  BoO  8.0  •  ..  BAUST  2o4  1o4  2o4  10o3  lo8  8.2  llo6  5o9  6o4 
5  CHEt4  4.1  6.9  10.0  4o6  7.3  4o5  4.5  5o3  s.o 
~  6-ll  INVGUET  -;oo9  'i7o7  37o5  37.9  36o9  4lo3  36o4  39.4  42.2 
' 
6  ~ETGOET  10.2  4.9  6o3  ,.7  6o1  6o7  6o7  7.0  7.5 
'·;  7  MB  17o8  12.7  18.3  14.1  13o8  14.7  l3o8  12.2  l4oA 
.j 
8  B~,F'EINM  1o4  lo4  2o4  2.6  6o~  3ol  2o1  3.2  2o5 
9  ELT  9.2  6.9  4.8  5oS  6oS  So7  'io1  So8  6o3 
10  KF'Z  9o3  Oo6  1o8  7o6  3ol  e.5  7o4  9.4  8o7 
11  SoF'Z  3ol  31.2  3o8  loS  o.e  2o6  loO  1.8  2o4 
:'~ 
12  NG  Oo2  o.2  Ool  0.2  Oo3  0.2  o.z  0.2  Oo2 
t 
13-18  t<ONGUET  lSoO  7o2  17o4  19.6  24.0  17o2  20o3  21.4  ll'o4 
13  TEX•BEKL  So4  3o1  Boa  a.o  13.7  5.1  8.8  9o8  1o8 
14  LEDER  Oo4  Oo1  1o2  Oo9  1o0  0.7  1o0  0.9  o.8  i 
15  HOLZ  2.2  Oo5  0.6  1o1  Oo7  1o4  1o0  1.4  1.3 
16  PAPORUCI'C  J.J  lo7  2.7  3.5  3oi  3o3  ).6  J.S  Jo4  _, 
17  GUMPUST  2.5  loS  3.5  3.1  1.7  2o5  3o'5  3.4  3o1 
18  SoVERARB  1.3  0.2  Oo7  2.9  3o8  4o2  2o3  2o4  2o2 
I 
.  _) 
~c~  19  &AUTEN  loO  Oo9  1..1  loO  Oo9  1o0  1o0  0.9  loO 
'  t  20-24  OIENSTL  l4o9  14.0  17o0  15.6  15.8  15o5  1So7  15o5  15o4  }  20  HANDEL  4o9  4.2  5o0  4o5  4o7  4o6  4o5  4o7  4.7 
~ 
21  VERKNACH  3o4  3.1  4ol  4.3  3o8  4o1  4.5  3.9  3.9 
22  KREDVERS}  6.6  6··'!.  7o9  6o8  7o3  6o8  6o8  6.R  6.8  I 
23  SMOIENST  OoO  Oolt  ·  OoO  o.o  OoO  o.o  OoO  o.o  o.o 
24  NMOIENST  OoO  o.o  OoO  o.o  o.o  OoO  OoO  o.o  o.o  ., 
1-24  INSGESo  100.0  100o0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 
25  MAENNER  73.7  77.5  7lo7  71.8  67.9  73o0  11·6  7lo1  72.3 
26  F'AAUEN  26o3  22oS  28o3  28.2  3Zol  27.0  28.4  28.9  27.7 
27  LEISTGRl  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
28  2  o.o  o.o  OoO  OoO  o.o  OoO  o.o  o.o  o.o 
29  3  o.o  OoO  o.o  OoO  OoO  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
30  4  o.o  o.o  OoO  OoO  o.o  o.o  OoO  o.o  o.o 
31  5  o.o  o.o  OoO  OoO  OoO  OoO  OoO  OoO  OoO 
32  6  OoO  OoO  o.o  o.o  OoO  o.o  OoO  OoO  OoO 
33  7  OoO  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  OoO  OoO 
Jl 
53 Table A.13. 
• 
LA"'D"' 
2  AfRuRof.'l\i 
~-1"1  VEPAR'i 
~- c;  GRII,_,uc;T 
3  FRZE oMFT 
4  liAUc;T 
<;  CHfM 
'--II  INVt;UFT  ,  "'F:Tt:UfT 
7  ~~=~ 
~  AM.Fqt.4M 
q  ELT 
10  Kf"7 
ll  c;.r7 
12  NG 
1::1-18  KONGUF"T 
11  TfiCoR(Kl 
14  LF'DFR 
15  HOLZ 
jr;  PAPDRUC" 
17  GU~PLAc;T 
}II  S.VERAPR 
}9  qAIITf"< 
20-24  DIEIIISTL 
20  HANDEL 
21  Vf~KNACt-< 
2?  KRFOVfP<; 
23  S~niFNST 
24  N~niF'NST 
1-24  . tt.J~r.F:s. 
zc;  MAENNF.R 
26  F'lo/AUflll 
27  LEISTGRJ 
2A  2 
29  3 
30  4 
31  5 
32  ~ 




Structure of the  employment effects of exports of 
industrial goods  to different groups of countries 
by sectors,  sex  and qualification groups  in 1977: 
Netherlands  (percent) 
2  3 
I  s- ' 
O.?  o.?.  o.?  o.?  0.2  0.2  0.2 
(1.7  O.Q  o.q  o.~  o.o  0.7  o.9 
1-1'io7  P4.~  A4.7  ac;.J  A5ol  ~5.4  ~4.3 
,,.7  )4.1-.  t' I.  7  1';.  7  lb.~  17o2  l9o2 
4.c;  ,.~-.  "4ofl  J.Q  3.7  3.7  3o4 
2.?  1. I  1.1  0.4  2.~  .-s.s  1o7 
~-"  1 I • "l  I ?.1  10.Q  10.4  8.1  14ol 
4Q.C.,  4fl 0 fl  41·'·  39.7  47 .s  40.9  5}o4 
c;. 0  3.7  1.1  4.9  4o6  4ol  6ol 
13.3  1  (1.?.  9.1  11.7  11.9  \.  10.8  12.9 
f. • I  7.7  '11.4  4.c;  3.7  4.6  4o0 
1?.4  II.  7  13.1  13.7  11.7  'f  ~1. 4  l5o5 
?.3  ?.Q  3.15  }.c;  2.2  '1.8  ().7 
}0.3  4.,.,  ?.7  8.3  I3o4  l2o2  1?·2 
0.1  o. I  0. I  0.1  o.t  0.1  Oo1 
?.1'1.4  ?4.3  21 .c;  29.,  20of.l  27.1  13.6 
7.4  I 0.1  7.c;  15.6  .... u  14.5  ).9 
'1.4  0.4  o.c;  0.4  O.J  0.3  0 ol 
l·o A  o.~  0.7  Ooj:l  1.4  1.5  }o6 
:.s.-,  3.~  4.?  3.0  ).~  Job  4o6 
F..2  7 ....  7.'?  9.0  5 .}  6.1  4.4 
O.Q  t.2  1.1  0.9  0.8  1ol  0.9 
?..3  2.?  ;.>.'?  ?.?.  2.4  2.2  2.6 
II • l  I I .4  l?.n  llof.t  u.s  llo5  l}o9  ..-.}  ,.c;  ~.c;  f!o4  6.3  6.5  6o3 
1.~  2.0  ? • 1  z.o  .2 .o  1o9  ?ol 
n.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  Oo4  0.4  Oo4 
:::0.5  ?.'1  ?.R  :::0.7  2.e:.  z.s  2·Q 
0.2  0.?  O.'?  0.?  0.2  0.?  0.2 
1on.o  1no.o  1011.0  100.0  )00.0  100.0  1oo.o 
~4.9  ~3.1  F13.~  82.)  84ob  83.0  86o4 
p;.)  lF..<i  11:1.4  17.9  1So4  17.0  13.6 
5.4  o;,.r,  s •  ._  s.o  s.J  4.7  6o.l 
7.1  7.3  7.f.t  ,.7  6.9  {,.4  7.6 
11'1.2  16 •  .,:,  17 .o  l';.e  16.0  15.2  17.0 
3.A  J.H  l.R  J.~  3.8  3.8  3.8 
2A.2  ?,.2  ?c;."'  27.2  2tt.s  28.0  28.7 
?9.3  30.?.  zq.R  30.7  29o4  31.2  27ol 
10.0  10.5  10.1  )0.7  10.1  10.7  9.7 
10  II 
(-
o.z  0.2 
0.8  0.1 
84.9  85.7 
}8.8  14.0 
2.5  4o3 
6o1  1.0 
10.2  8.8 
48.1  47.9 
4.4  3.8 
15.2  10.4 
5.3  2.4 
17.?  9.0 
1.2  4.0 
4.9  18.2 
0.1  Ool 
17.9  2:)..7 
4.4  13•5 
lol  o.1 
0.9  loS 
·3.2  3.8 
7.3  4.3 
loO  o.s 
2.4  2.3 
11.7  u.o 
6.4  6.1  z.o  1.9 
0.4  0.4 
2.6  2.5 
o.z  0.2 
100.0  100.0 
85.1  83.9 
14.9  16.1 
6.1  4.8 
7.4  6.5 
16.5  15.4 
3.7  3.9 
Z1ol  29.1 
29.1  30.4 
10.0  10.0 -55-
J 
Table A.13  continued 
·~  IZ.  J3  I~  2o  '21 
'' 
tr  tg- 1'1 
LANO"  0.2  0.4  0.1  0.2  0.)  o.z  o.2  0.2  0.2 
?.  AERG~oFN  o.s  loS  O,R  O,A  1.0  t.o  0.7  0.7  0.7 
:1-1~  VERARR  Af!,9  ~0.4  84.5  85.3  83.4  ~3.4  86o1  85.1  85.2 
;r. 
:l- ·c;  GRU"JOST  11.4  1).9  p;.~  20.0  26.9  33.4  lite)  17.1  17.3 
J  ER7.f oMET  4.1  6oiJ  3.8  7.0  2.8  14.2  4.4  6.3  6.0 
4  RAUST  2.2  o.e  0.9  3.9  10,0  6,7  2.4  2.8  2.8  ..  c;  CH£.,.  5.1  26o3  11 • l  9o1  14.1  12.5  7.5  8.o  a ... 
fl-11  INVGUET  5~.1  15o4  2"·"'  1t2o6  3Jo'i  JS.S  46.C  30.!  35.• 
6  MET<;UET  6.5  2.4  3.4  5.7  3.2  4.1  6oS  4.4 .·  4,7 
7  ,..~  17.4  3.7  1f-.2  9,A  13.0  11.7  8.8  6.2  8.2 
8  BMoF"FINM  7.8  2o5  3.4  10.0  7.3  6.9  11o4  7.9  7.7 
q  ELT  IJ,7  2·"  3.1  llofl  9.2  9.4  12.7  7.5  8.8 
10  I(FZ  2.1  Oo1  o.?.  2.4  0.9  o.5  3o3  3.4  3.0 
11  c;.Fz  10.6  4.0  0.2  3.1  0.2  3.0  3o3  1.3  3.0 
12  IIIG  0 .t  o.z  o.?.  o.1  0.1  0.1  o.1  o.1  o.1 
13·1~  KON~U£T  17.3  30o9  4?..0  22o6  22.5  14.4  25o7  37.1  32.4 
13  Tfl(oREKL  3.3  1.1  26.1  7.5  11.7  4.3  8.5  13.5  12.0 
14  LE'OER  0.6  0.4  1.,  0.4  0.3  o.1  0.4  0.9  o.e 
15  HOL7  2.9  0.6  o.,  1.s  0.7  1.0  1o7  2.7  2.3 
16  PAPOI:!UC!I:  3.3  J~A  3.9  4.6  3.1  4.0  s.o  7.7  6.5 
17  GUMPLAST  6.4  24.q  A.A  7.0·  5.tt  2.9  8e7  10.6  9.3 
18  S,VERARB  0,8  0.1  1.0  1.6  1.3  2.2  1.4  1.6  1.5 
}q  ·F!AIJTEN  2.2  2.7  2.\  2.1  2.3  2.3  2.0  1.9  2.0 
2n-24  OIENSTL  10.2  1s.o  12.3  llo  1  13.0  13·.o  u.o  12.0  11.8 
20  HANDEL  5.7  7.9  6.~  6.5  7.3  7.4  6ol  6.6  6.5 
21  VERKNACH  1.8  2o5  2.0  2.0  2.2  2.2  }.9  2.0  2.0 
22  KRE'OVERS  0.4  .. 0.5  0.4  o.~  0.4  0.5  0.4  0.4  0.4 
1 
23  SIIIOIF.NST  2 ol  .3.9  2.9  2.6  2.9  2.7  2·5  2.8  2.7 
24  N.,.OIF'NST  0.2  0~  0.2  o.z  0.3  0.2  o.z  0.2  0.2 
1-24  INSGES.  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 
25  MAENNER  R6.~  A5o4  78.1  83.9  82.5  85,4.  8)o4  81.6  82.4 
2,  FRAUEN  13.5  14.6  21.9  16.1  17.5  14,6  16·6  18.4  17.6 
27 • LEISTGRl  5.4  5·3  4.3  5.4  5o5  5.5  5 ...  ....  s.o 
t 
2A  2  7.1  7.3  6.4  7.3  7.2  7.3  7.]  6.8  6.9 
29  3  1flo2  l7o6  15.15  16.5  16.2  17.2  16·2  15.9  16.0  ~  30  It  3.7  4o2  ),A  3.7  3.8  3.8  3·7  3.7  3.7 
i 
31  5  29.3  25.1  26.2  26o2  25.5  26.5  26·2  25.5  26.1 
J2  6  28.5  27.1  32.5  30.2  30.9  29.2  38.6  31.7  31.1 
33  7  9ofl  l:hlt  11.3  10.6  u.o  10.5  llt-6  11.7  11.3 







Table A.14.  Structure of the  employment effects  f  expor~s oi 
industrial  goods  to different groups  )f countries 
by sectors,  sex  and qualification gn.  •ps  in 1977: 
Belgium  (percent) 
'2.  3 
'  5"  1 
~ow  0.3  0.3  0.3  o.z  o.z  (,''  .  ,, 
z  BERGStEN  1.7  z.o  z.z  1.6  1. 
3-18  VERARB  83.5  82o2  8lo8  83o2  83.0  83  .....  ..>cob 
3- 5  GRUNOST  30.6  29o4  33.9  18.4  40o6  40o.3  28ol 
3  ERZEtMET  7o6  1·2.3  llo9  8.4  4o8  4.9  oo8 
It  BAUST  17.6  9.0  11.7  2.4  29.9  J?,:  1~.8 
5  CHEM  5.4  8.2  8.4  7.6  5.9  :coS 
6-11  INVGUET  30o8  29.7  24.0  43.6  24.4  l.i.-1  lu.s 
6  METGUET  7.9  6ol  Sol  8.8  6ol  §  • ..:·.  •.>• 7 
7  MB  u.s  13.0  9o4  2lo8  9o2  5.~  17.5 
8  BM,F'EINM  2.6  4o0  3o5  5.2  2.4  z  ....  loS 
9  ELT  6.1  3o9  z.e  6o5  4o3  2o5  6o4 
10  l(f'Z  z.z  2o4  2.9  1ol  lo4  · 'loS  2·0 
11  S.F'Z  0.6  Oo3  0.4  o.z  Oo9  Oo2  OoS 
12  NG  Ool  o.z  o.z  o.z  Oo1  0 0  1  o.z 
13-18  KONGUET  21.9  22o9  23.7  21.0  17.9  25.6  l7o7 
13  TEXtBEKL  14.6  u.s  12.1  10.1  12.0  20o7  8e6 
14  LEDER  OoS  o.s  0.6  0.1  o.J  0.3  Oel 
15  HOLZ  lol  Oo5  Oo6  Oo4  Oo7  o.e  Oo6 
lf:  P•P(U~IJCK  2.6  ),4  3.6  3.0  2.7  1.9  4o2 
17  GUMPLAST  2o5  5.7  5.2  6o7  1·6  lol  3o2 
18  SoYERARB  0.7  ~1.3  1.5  Oo1  0.6  0.6  :.! 
19  BAUTEN  Oo7  Oo7  0.7  0.7  o:> 
20-24  DIENSTL  13o9  l4e8  1~-0  14.3  14.3  13.6  .. ~~? 
20  HANDEL  4.4  4o4  4.5  4.2  4.3  4o3  4o3 
21  VERKNACH  5.8  6.1  6.4  5o5  6o3  6o0  5.9 
22  KREDYERS  0.3  Ool  Oo3  Oo3  OoJ  Oo2  Ool 
23  SMOIENST  3.s  4.0  3.e  4o4  Jo5  3o0  4.2 
24  NMOIENST  O;.O  o.o  OoO  o.o  o.o  OoO  o.o 
1-24  INSGES.  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100o0  100.0 
2S  "'AENNEw  76.0  n.o  77 ol  76.8  77.9  7  ...  2  77.9 
26  Ftt&UEN  24.0  23.0  22.9  23.2  22.1  25.8  22.1 
27  LEISTGRl  4.5  4.8  4.6  5.3  4elt  •• o  Sol 
28  2  6.1  6.6  6o3  7o4  5.8  5.1  7.2 
29  3  7.3  7o7  7.5  8.2  7.2  6.4  a.2 
30  4  2.7  2.9  2o9  3o0  2.7  2o5  J.O 
31  5  23.8  23.9  23o~  24.7  23.4  23.0  24.4 
32  6  31.2  30o6  31.3  28.9  31.4  33o3  29.1 





to  I t 
,  ... 
r.  o.z 
.t 
82 •.  ..:...:.'1 
53.0  40.0 
2o3  5.2 
43.1  29.5 
7 •  .-,  S.3 
17  ~ 
,jt,, 
5.6  '"·~  2.3  z.o 
5o2  4..,4 
Oo2  1.3 
o.s  loB 
Ool  o.1 
llo6  15.~ 
7.5  ~.t 
o.s  Oo:: 
Oo6  Oo1 
.2.2  3.1 
0.7  1.  -r 
0.1  0 .;. 
14.9 
4.3  ~· 
6.8  o.J 
Oo3  OoJ 
3.5  3.5 
o.o  o.o 
100.0  100.0 
eo.1  ,., .ts 
19.9  20o2 
4.4  •••  5.7  5.9 
7.2  7.4 
2.7  z.e 
22.1  24.0 
31.3  30.8 






Table A.15.  Structure of the  emp~oyment effect of imports of 
industrial goods  from 'different groups of countries 
by sectors,  sex and qualification groups  in 1977: 
Germany  (FR)  (percent) 
.I  " 
3 
I  s- 'f 
LA NOW  1.9  }oR  1.7  1.8  2.0  1.6  1o8 
2  RERGP,EN  1.6  lo6  1.7  1.4  .1.6  1.6  2o1 
3-18  V~~ARA  at.n  RJ. 1  8o.c;  82.3  81.0  82.1  78.3 
3- 5  GRUNOST  12.4  J1.9  13·1  9.5  l2o6  16.7  19·3 
3  ER?E,MET  7.0  6.3  7.3  4.2  7ol  3.8  13.9 
t  BAU!;T  2.3  2.2  2.1  2.1  z.s  8.5  loS 
5  CHEM  3.1  3.4  3.t:;  3.2  3o0  4.4  loS 
6-11  INVGUET  13.6  17.4  1e.~  14.7  l2o1  7.4  10.3 
6  .,.ETGUET  2.8  3.3  3o5  3.1  2o6  1.7  2o0 
7  "'EI  ?..7  4.4  4.9  3.5  lo8  1.5  4o1 
8  BM,F'f'INM  1.3  0.9  o.9  lol  1.6  1.7  o.s 
9  ELT  5.2  So4  So4  5.5  5.4  2.2  loJ 
10  t<F'Z  t.J  z.e  3o7  1.2  0.5  0.2  lo8 
11  s.rz  0.3  0.4  o.s  o.J  o.z  0.2  0.6 
12  NG  0.3  o.J  Oo4  o.J  0.3  0.3  Oo4 
13-18  I<ONC.UET  54ofl  -;1.s  48o?.  57.7  56.0  57.7  4Eio4 
13  TEXt'IEKL  3R.9  35.5  30.,  44.R  39.9  47.7  32.9 
14  LF'OER  4ofl  6.0  7.0  4.2  4.2  z.a  6.5 
15  ~otOLl  4.~  3.0  2.9  3.?  5.3  1.2  3o6 
16  PAPORUCK  3.1  ).A  4ol  Jol  2at!  2.9  3.6 
17  GUMPLAST  1.6  2.2  2.c;  1.7  lo4  1.4  lo1 
lA  S.VERARA  1.9  0.9  1o1  0.7  2o6  1.6  0.6 
19  RAun·~  0.5  o.s  Ool',  o.s  Oo5  0.5  0.6 
20-24  DIENSTL  14.9  15.0  15.~  14.0  14o'i  14.1  l7o2 
20  HANDEL  9.5  9.fl  9.9  8.9  9.4  8.7  llol 
21  VEPI<NACH  3.4  3.4  3oli  3.2  3.4  3.4  4.0 
22  I<REDVEPS  0.3  o.3  0.1  0.3  o.3  0.3  o.3 
23  SMOifNST  l.A  1.8  loA  1.7  1.7  1.  7  J.c;l 
24  NfiiOJt='NST  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
t-24  INSGES.  100.0  1oo.o  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  too.o 
!S  ~:.~~:NfR  s~o.o  r;s.J  Sio:?  51.;  s:; ...  51.(1  57.6 
26  F'RAUEN  46.0  44.7  42oA •  48.3  46.6  49.0  42.2 
27  LEtSTG'H  4.7  4.c;l  Sol  4.6  4.6  4.3  s.o 
28  2  8.3  8.S  e  ...  8.3  8.3  8.2  8.1 
l9  3  1§.8  5.9  '5o9  t;.q  s.8  5.8  '5.7 
30  4  ?.9  2.c;l  ?..q  ~.9  lo9  2.9  2.9 
31  5  21.9  22.7  23of:.  21.0  21.6  l0.1  23.3 
32  6  36.4  35.8  34.9  37.4  36.6  38.6  36.2 
33  7  19.c;l  }Q.4  19.1  1c;l.9  20.2  20.1  lflo9 
58 
/C  II 
,, 
lo8  2.8 
1.2  2.0 
82.9  78.7 
6o8  17.2 
3.o  11.3 
le2  2.9 
2.6  3.0 
17.1  4.9 
3.2  2.3 
1o1  1.4 
2.6  0.2 
9.9  0.6 
o.t  0.2 
0.1  o.3 
0.3  0.4 
58.8  56.2 
42.1  ;:n. 1 
4.2  2.7 
3.9  11.6 
2o6  t;o~ 
1.7  0.9 
4.3  1.0 
o.s  0.5 
13.5  16.0 
8.5  10.2 
3.0  3.8 
o.3  0.3 
1.7  1.8 
o.o  o.o  ~ 
·"  too.o  100.0 
'- S0.6  57.0 
49.4  43.0 
4.7  4.4 
8.6  7.7 
6.0  5.5 
2.9  3.0 
20.5  23.2 
36.4  36.5 
20.9  19.7 -59-
Table A.lS  continued 
I~ 
IZ..  13  I~  2o  ~I  ,,  Jr  If  11 
LA NOW  }.Q  lo9  ?.7  lo8  0.9  1o6  2o2  1.6  1o8 
2  BE~GR,EN  1 .e  1.4  ?.J.  l.O  1.9  1.8  2o1  2.1  2.0 
3-18  yEgARB  BOoS  ~2.6  7".8  79.0  79.7  79.9  7Ao4  78.8  79.1 
3- 5  GgUNOST  l4oJ  lOoJ  zz.~  }6o8  15.7  14.9  l8o0  l8o2  17.2 
3  E~ZE,MET  10.3  2.3  11.~  9.9  10.2  6.7  lloJ  8.9  9.0 
4  ~AUST  loO  loS  3.2  2o4  3.0  z.z  z.l  3.6  3o1 
'5  CHEM  2.9  ~.5  7.3  4.5  z.s  6.1  4.4  5.7  5.1 
,C.-Jl  TNV(,UFT  ~-2  3.9  12.!  3:!.3  49.C  43.0  2:...4  29.0  27.3 
6  ~nr.un  lo6  2o5  3.5  4.8  5.3  4.6  4o8  4.8  4.5 
7  M8  3.3  0.7  1.3  9.3  6.8  11.5  8.9  7.2  7.0 
11  AM,FE"!NM  o.s  o.z  0.4  s.s  9.1  9o7  2o6  2.9  3.3 
9  ELT  2  .• 0  o.J  3o0  lOol  l9o7  11.6  6o7  6.2  7.0 
10  KFZ  Oo8  0 o1  loJ  }oc;  3.3  loS  leO  6.3  4ol 
11  c;.FZ  o.o  o.o  o.~  2.1  4.7  4.0  OoS  1.6  loS 
12  NG  0.3  0.4  o.c;  0.4  0.3  Oo4  Oo4  0.4  0.4 
13-lA  KONGUET  57.-7  ()8.0  4lo9  28.'5  14.8  21.6  35.5  31.2  34.2 
13  TEli·~EKL  49.2  49.4  22.~  7.8  3.9  5.3  10.1  14.0  16.2 
14  LFDER  1 .1  4.1  2.2  0.11  o.1  ,0.4  1ol  2.6  2.4 
p;  H0l1  4.3  z.o  A.9  J.IJ  t.o  3.0  4.9  2.7  3.5 
16  PAPD~UCK  z.z  z.8  Sol  llo2  3.5  6.9  15.4  5.2  6oS 
17  GUMPLASi  u.7  1o0  1.9  2o9  z.s  3.6  2.7  5.3  4.0 
1A  S,VEgARB  0.2  8.7  1.0  z.o  3.2  2.4  1.4  1.4  1.7 
19  BAll TEN  Oo5  o.s  o.  7·  o.6  o.1  0.7  Oo6  0.6  0.6 
2n-24  OIEI\ISTL  15.3  13.5  17.6  16.5  16.8  16.0  16.7  16.9  16.5 
20  HANDEL  9.9  8.4  u.o  10.3  10.6  10.0  10.4  10.7  10.4 
21  VERKI\IACH  3.5  3.2  4.2  3.8  3.8  3.7  3.9  3.9  ).8 
22  KREDVERS  0.3  0.)  0.1  0.3  O.J  0.3  o.J  0.3  Oo3 
23  SMOIFNST  1.7  1•1'  2.0  2ol  z.t  2.0  2ol  2.0  z.o 
24  NMOif"NST  o.o  0:'0  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
·"') 
1-24  INSGES.  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  1oooo 
2'5  MAENNER  52.4  47.4  62.9  67.5  68.6  68.2  66.8  65.9  64.5 
26  FRAUEN  47.6  52.6  37.1  32.S  31.4  31.8  33.2  34ol  35.5 
27  LEISTGRl  4o5·  4.0  '5.c;  6.7  7.4  7 ·1'  6.3  6.1  6.0 
2A  l  7.8  a.2  9.1  10.7  11.1  11.5  10.2  9.9  9.8 
29  3  5o6  c;.9  5.9  6.7  6.7  7.0  6.5  6.2  6.3 
30  4  3.0  3.0  3.0  2.e  2.8  . 2.9  2.8  2.9  2.9 
I 
31  5  20.9  19.3  24.R  27.4  27.6  27.6  27.2  26.7  26.1 
32  6  3~.7  39.1  33ol  27.9  25.7  26.3  29.3  30.4  30.7 
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59 Table A .16. 
u,.,.o., 
2  Afl:lG'IoPJ 
3-}R  Vf"ARR  ,_  c;  Gl:lUIIIOST 
l  ERZE o"'lET 
4  RAUST 
5  rHE"' 
!C,-11  I"'VfiUET 
6  "'fTfiUET 
7  ""~  R  R"'oFriNM 
9  ELT 
10  KF7 
11  C:.oF7 
12  .... (j 
D-113  KO"'(';UET 
13  TOoAEKL 
14  LFDE~ 
1r;  HOLZ 
lf.l  f'APORUCK 
17  GUNPLAST 
18  S.VERAR8 
19  ~AUTEN 
20-24  DtENSTL 
20  HANDEL 
21  VERI<NACH 
2?  KRE'lVERS 
23  S~OIFIIIST 
24  N~OIFI\Ic;T 
1-24  l"''iP.ES. 
25  MAENNfR 
26  F'RAUflll 
27  LEJSTGRl 
lR  z  ..  29  3 
30  4 
31  5 
12  ,. 





Structure of  the·em~loyment effect of imports of 
industrial goods  from different gro• Lps  of countries 
by sectors,  sex  and qualification groups  in 1977: 
France  (percent) 
2  "'3 
I 
S'"  f  ' 
/O 
4.9  3.3  3.1  1.3  5o3  3.2  :>.7  6.4 
I .3  1 .1  1.1  t.o  1.3  I .1  1.6  0.9 
79.c;  R0.'5  80.4  Fl).~>,  79.6  A)ol  dOo'5  80ol 
}4o}  13·1  )1.~  Ro9  }4o9  l4o6  l9o4  6.7 
Ro7  a.o  ~.1  '5.3  q.z  1.2  14.1  4.2 
?.1  ?.~  3.1  1.?  2.7  6;S  loS  1.2 
~.7  ?.4  2.4  2.c;  3.0  6.,  3.8  1.3 
1~.c;  3?.0  31.4  37.3  ~.8  6.S  Rol  19.7 
'5.0  k.O  ~.}  1 .o·  3.1  2.1  2·"  4.7 
2.1  4.0  4.0  1.9  0.1:1  (,  1.1  loO  0.7 
lo3  1 .?  lol  o  ....  1.4  j·4  0.9  3.8 
1oH  4.?  3.9  7.}  3.9  .;.lt  loS  10.1 
c;.1  1?.0  l?..c;  7 0 fl.  OoJ  0.2  lo3  Ool 
).3  ?.7  10 7  11.0  o.J  Oo3  Oo9  0.2 
Oo?  0.2  o.?  0.?  o.t  0.2  o.z  0.2 
46.7  15.0  Jr;.o  3r;o2  S4o8  l:l1.9  S?oA  S3.5 
26.?  15.7  14.c;  26.2  35ol  50.3  3~.0  24.3 
4.?  3.'5  3.R  o.~  4.9  3.3  9.3  5.9 
~.o  4.6  4.7  4.0  ~.2  1. 1  )o4  12.0 
3o4  s.2  c;.,  ).f.,  2-J  4.0  4o3  1.9 
2.,  4.2  4.r;  l.fo.  1.6  1.9  1o2  2.4 
?.3  1.''l  1.9  0,9  2.~  1.4  0.7  6.9 
0.7  o.~  0.'1  (),Q  Oob  0.7  o.1  0.6 
13.5  )4,)  )4.?  1.lo?  13.2  1?..o  l4oS  12.0 
"'·1  ':1.0  .... 1  5.?  6ol  4.6  6.7  '5.2 
4.1  4.4  4,c;  3.7  ).9  3.8  4.5  3.3 
Ool  0.1  Oo1  0.1  Ool  0. I  Ool  0.1 
1o3  )of>  J.c:;  4.?  3ol  3o4  3o2  3.4  o.o  Ooll  non  OoO  OoO  o.o  o.o  o.o 
100.0  1oo.o  1no.n  100o0  lOO.u  100.0  1oo.o  100.0 
61.0  '-flo7  f-,7 .1  '-1.1  56.3  49.8  Sf..O  •57.  7 
39.0  11.3  l?.Q  31'1.7  It).  7  r;o.z  44.0  42.3 
4.7  c;.o  "ioll  Sol  4o5  4.8  4o4  s.o 
4.4  r;.c;  ..,.4  ,.,.1  3.8  3.5  3.9  4.3 
10.7  lO.q  10.9  10o9  10.7  11.2  10.~  11.1 
4.4  4 ....  4o"- 4ofl  4oc  4. I  4.4  4.1 
24.5  ?f.o4  ?. .... c;  ?.'5.7  23.1  ?2.3  24o3  22.5 
3.'\.Q  11.,  JJ ...  32.0  3<;.cl  37.9  ·Jr;. 7  34.2 











































r  Table A.16  continued 
J 
·~  12..  13  f(,..  2o  ZJ 
16  rr  I~  ,, 
UNOw  lc;.f- 3o4t  ~.'0  ?..<;  1.j 
;, .. 
l.9  3o'5  2.c;  2.9 
"?  I-4£Q(;P,ft\j  1 .?  n.9  }.c;  1.3  1 ol  1.3  lo J  loS  1o4 
3-1~  vf.~ARA 
I 
I'.Q.4  1'14. 3  17 .c;  ao.o  $4}.5  AOo6  79.o  a-o.3  80o1 
3- 5  GRUNOST  lloM  ~-·> 
lF~ .n  13.1  9.4  13.3  14.  ()  17.3  16.0 
:\  ER7E."'Fl  ~-~  l,i!.  "·~  c;.fJ  5,2  4,8  6.4  s.a  8,0 
4  ~IIUST  O.h  1.8  1·'  z.o  1.6  1.7  2o4  3.3  2.9  c;  CHFIA  2.4  c;.o  10o\  s.s  ?~7  6.8  c;.2  Sol  Sol 
fl-11  lfiiiiC.uEi  1.~  .:..v  l.:.. l  37.A  Sb.O  45.1~  ?~.o  1?.c;  3·l.S  ,.,  .. nr.u.:r  ?.4  2.1  4o4  7.?  Ao4  7.6  6.4  A,4  7.6 
7  fool~  0,7  o.c;  3.1  ~.4  (),0  10.5  7.4  8.4  7.S 
"' 
~  ...  fF"lN"'  0.1  0.8  o.q  fJ,9  11.6  9.6  3·1  3.0  3.6 
9  ELT  0.4  0.4  lol  9.1  1S.d  11.9  c;.1  6.6  6.8 
10  KF"Z  0.?.  0.1  2.1'1  ?.0  s.s  1.4  loS  5.3  4,5 
11  C:.,Fl  0.1  0. 1  o.c;  4,0  8,7  3.9  2.5  0,9  1.6 
1?  NG  O.l  n.l  0.1  n.?  o.z  0.2  Oo2  0.2  0.2 
11-1~  r<ONt;UFT  c;1.fl  7?.0  t.c;.n  ZA.~  15od  22o1  38.7  30.3  32.4 
13  TE:Xti=IEKL  ll.c;  47.h  2c;.,.,  10.0  J.i  7oS  14.3  12.1  13.8 
14  LFOf.R  2.0  11.8  ?.l  1'1,'5  o.s  0.3  0.6  1.6  1.7 
15  HOLZ  35.9  1.~  9.7·  z.c;  0.7  1.0  4.4  2.4  3.3 
}f,  PAPOPUCK  1.0  1.9  ).A  9.6  3o3  5.6  1So0  Sol  s.e 
17  GU"4PLAST  1.1  1.4  '-·"  1.7  Jo4  4.7  2.9  7.5  6.0 
~~  S.VEQARA  (),4t  7.c;  1.  7  '-·"  4.7  2.9  lo  ()  1.6  1.9 
19  I:IAIJTEN  o."  o ....  ().R  o.A  leO  0.9  o.a  0.8  o.8 
20-24  DIENSTL  1?.1-1  10,9  l4ol  15.4  15ol  15.4  15.4  15.0  14.9 
20  o-llNDEL  f,.9  4.4  S.A  s.c;  s.o  s.z  c;,A  6.0  5.9 
21  VERKNACH  ),3  1.1  4.1  c;.o  4.4  4.7  5.4  4.8  4,7 
22  t<REDvERS  0.1  0.1  0.\  0.1  0.1  0.1  Oo1  0.1  0.1 
21  S,..l)lF~ST  2.5  -. ).3  4.0  4.8  Sob  S.4  4.0  4.1  4.1 
24  N.,.OIFNST  o.o  o!.o  o.o  0.  0.  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
1-?.4  INSr.ES.  100.0  100,0  100,0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100,0 
2'5  "'Af"'NFR  1-.7.?  46.7  M.Q  ~7.1  69.5  67.A  ()6.2  67.9  66.7 
26  f~AUf.N  32.8  c;3.3  39.1  32.7"  30.5  32.2  33.8  32.1  33.3 
27  LElSTGRl  4,'5  4.<;  c:;."  6.7  6.ij  7.1  6.4  5,8  5.9  2A  z  1.0  ?.9  4oA  ~.Q  a.s  1.1  s.7  6.1  6.1 
~q  3  9.5  }O,Io\  }},Q  11.3  13.2  13.7  1?.9  12.1  12.2  31'1  4  4,1'1  3.9  4.4  4,6  4.6  4,F,  4oS  4,7  4.6 
31  5  n.q  ?1.'5  24,4  27.1  26.5  26,8  21.,  27.0  26.6 
3il  6  32.1  39.7  J},Q  26.0  25.3  24.8  27.2  28,4  28.6  Jl  1  21.9  lfl.7  17.0  1s.c;  1Se1  15.3  15.7  16.0  16.1 
~· 
61 Table A.17. 
\ 
.•  ' 
LA NOW 
~  R[RGR,[III 
:--1A  VfC&RR 
,_  s  G~liii.IDST 
J  Er:llEoME'T 
4  l:iAUt;T 
c;  CHEM 
6-11  INVGUET  ,  fo~F:'TGU£T 
7  MR 
8  e  ...  n:JNM 
9  ELT 
10  KF'l 
11  c;.rz 
12  NG 
13-18  KONr.UET 
13  TEX•REt<L 
14  LF"OEr:l 
15  HOLZ 
16  PAPO~UCK 
l7  GUMPLAST 
1R  S.VEPARA 
19  RAIITEN 
20-24  OIEIIISTL 
20  HA~OEL 
21  V£RKNACioof 
2?.  KR£DVERS 
23  SMOlF'Nc;T 
24  NMflJENST 
l-24  INSr.ESe 
~!'  --~Et-~"!~P. 
26  F'RIUFN 
27  L.EJSTGAI 
2A  ? 
29  J 
30  4 
31  c; 
3?  , 




Structure of the employment  ef~ect of  import~ of 
industrial goods  from different groups of countries 
by sectors,  sex and qualification groups in 1977: 
Italy  (percent) 
2.  3  ...  s- t  ~  ' 
IO 
?.,.  t'.b  z.n  ,.r;  2.2  2.3  1·7  1.9 
1.0  1.2  1.1  1.0  1.u  1.2  1·2  o.A 
"44.7  AJ,I'4  t~3 ...  144.6  RS.l  84.0  84.4  86.6 
l),q  )1:;.~  lM.n  13.0  13.1  15.2  u,.a  7.9  "·fl  14.7  10.7  r;.9  8.6  3.2  12.8  4.5 
1.7  z.r;  ?.1  3.1  l.J  2.3  n.B  1.6 
J.7  ..  ,..  c;.t  4.0  3.2  9.6  3.2  ..  ., 
1?.7  ?Oob  2Q,#,  8.6  9.3  6.8  q.o  21.2  ?..o  3.c;  4.7  z.o  1.4  1.2  le3  2.5 
?.(1  3.3  •••  1.8  1e4  1.s  3.0  0.8  o.s  0.9  1.3  o.?  o.tt  o.3  Oe6  2.3  ..  ,.  4.9  r;."  3.6  ... s 
t~ 
o.7  15.4 
?. ••  7.4  12.?.  leO  . 0.1  o.1  0.1 
let'  0.7  let'  o.t  1.3  le9  3.2  0.1 
O.?  o.z  n.?  o.z  o.z  o.z  Oe2  o.t 
-;7.9  47.2  Jt;.c;  6?.11  b2.6  61.6  SReS  S7e4 
J4e0  i!2.6  17.1  2CJe7  39.3  56.1  43.0  36.4 
7.3  "·"' 
...  <&  o.c;  9e7  Oee  u.o  2.6  u.o  13.~  :l.t.o  21,,9  8.b  0.9  1e8  6.6 
2.0  ].7  .. ,  1.  t  1.3  1.3  1.1  1.0 
1.8  3.4  4 ...  1.9  1.1  2.1  0.7  1.9 
1.8  •·.!  1.4  0.7  2.3  0.4  o.J  9.0 
0.7  o.R  o.q  1),7  0.7  0.8  o.d  0.6 
11·1  11.~  12.11  10.2  10.9  11.8  12.0  10.1 
5.5  s.3  5.7  4.7  5.6  5.7  6.3  4,Q 
3.1  3.5  3.9  2.q  2.9  3.2  3.2  2.7 
O,J  o.J  o.,  o.•  o.3  0.3  o.3  0.3 
2.2  ?..5  .z.~  2e3  2.1  2.7  2·1  2.2  o.o  o.o  o.n  o.o  o.o  OeO  OeO  o.o 
100.0  lnCI,O  lOO.n  100.0  lOOeU  lOOeO  10oeo  100.0 
-:7.9  £,t-•• 1  ~.?.ct  Mel  Sle7  f+7.7  &4te1  S.J.£0 
42.1  ,),q  30.2  38e9  46el  52.3  45.9  46.8 
~.)  ].7  ••  ?  lel  J.l  le4  3.2  le4 
4.7  c,.2  ISeR  4.5  4e5  SeO  4.6  Sotl 
4e5  IteR  It e  ..  4e7  lte4  4.5  4.2  5.2 
'2.2  2.2  ?.?  2e2  2.J  2e4  2·3  2.3 
2Re9  ?A.Z  ?7e"  28eQ  29e2  2Q.9  2QeB  27.2 
)7,)  )o~t.d  34.1  J'i.8.  lt'e4t  40e6  40.0  36.0 
lQ.}  21.1  2Jel  20eA  ~~-· 


















































/Z.  t'g  lfr...  2o  Zl 
I  ,,  11- Jt  ,, 
J 
i 
La~nw  ~.o  I •"'  1.0  2.,  I • 7  2.3  3.1  lo9  2.2  ~  ~ 
i 
I  •  z  qfQGPoHl  1.  n  o.,  J.t.  l.Z  1.3  1.3  1.2  1.4  1.3  If 
li· 
1-1A  \/~PAR~  ~4.~  A7.'5  l"'?ol  M~o~  ~3  ...  fi?.A  ~2.~  k2o'5  az.CJ 
,_ 
5  GPU~UST  I?.C.,  4oFI  n.?  14.'5  1':1o4  14.3  14o5  l<ilof'  •  17.7  !*  J  f:RZI:.o""fl  7.~  o.s  12.1  1.  ~  ~.9  5.7  Rot  ~-9  .  8.'5 
!1 
4  ~IIU'iT  0.7  I • J  1.11  1·"'  1.tl  1.5  1. 7  3.2  2.11 
c;  C:HF' ..  1.q  .>.~  ~.9  r:;.~  ...  7  7.2  4.7  7.6  6.c; 
I ~  ~-!  l  tNV(;UfT  r • I  lo~  17.4  ?9.3  4flo':l  Jij.,'J  19.~  35.9  30.2  p  ,  ~FTr.UF.T  1.2  o.~  ,.~  4.'5  4.~  5.2  4.1)  5.4  4.6 
7  ..  ~  1.?  o.?  ~  .1  7.7  llo6  9oA  1,.5  9.?  7.7 
i ! 
~  ~  .... F'F'IN-1  n.2  o.3  o.r:;  c;.,  lloJ  7.4  3o2  J.A  3.7 
I ; 
~  ELT  1.~  0 •.  ~  4oq  -'1.0  14.5  10.9  4.6  8.3  7.5 
'' 
1'1  rr.F'Z  0 ol  o.n  Oo7  o.,.,  0.4  o.s  o.,  Aol'i  s.c; 
1::  11  "·"' 
_;~.~  o.o  11.'5  3.0  1=1.7  4.5  0.9  O.fl  lo 2 
I!  12  •JI';  n.?.  o.?  o.~  0.?  o.c  o.?  0.2  o.z  0.2 
1  I 3-1~  r<Ofii(,Uf"T  /,';. 1  fl1o0  42·"  )~.  ~  21 ...  ?9.9  48.3  26.7  34.9 
I 
lJ  Tft.~fi<L  3>1.4  /,4. 7  20.4  17.?  "'·~  15.6  20.4  13.0  17.6 
Ito  LF'Jf ~  ~o.s  7.2  l.f)  I.?  2 .. 0  0.  7"  1.'5  1.0  2.0 
p;  W0L7  ?Oo4  0.7  1"1.9  Aoli  1o'+  3.4  13.~  1.fl  s.t 
r· 
·~ 
"'AI-'V..,UCll.  I • iJ  r,  .~  ?..it  ,.~  1.~  s.z  Q.O  2.~o  3.4 
17  GU"'~l AST  0. 7  O."  1.?  ?.c;  ,.o  J.O  ?.1  7.0  4.Q 
J 
113  'iollf DA~,;j  n.?  "·"' 
1 • 7  ?.?.  6.2  2.1  loS  1.7  1.9 
]Q  ~AIJTF.'-4  n.7  o.o;  O.Q  0.9  loO  loO  o.q  t.o  1.0 
21"-24  DIENSTL  10.0:.,  ~-~  1·2. l  12o3  12.6  12.7  J2ol  lJol  12.11 
211  HAIIII)fl  c;.z  .... ,  c;,.c;  r;.3  5ol  5.2  c;.)  Sol'>  5.5 
21  VERI<"'ACI1  ?."i  2.1  3.~  1.7  1.9  3.9  3.6  4.2  3.9 
2?  K~OVEwS  0.4  () ...... ,.  0.4  0.1  o.J  0.3  0.4  0.3  0.3 
?3  S,..nlFNST  2.2  l.q···  z.-.  1.0  3.3  3.3  2.~  3.()  2.9 
~  ..  NMI"JlFNST  o.o  O.(}  "'\  O.ll  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
1-24  l"f~(,ES.  lQO.O  101).0  IOO.Il  lOil.O  100.0  100.0  1oo.o  100.0  too.o 
2c;  foiAEMNf.~  .,.,.s  18.7  6Mo1  6"1olo  72 • .;,  ... 9.3  1>6.8  72.3  69.0 
21,  F~AUflll  41.':1  61.1.  31.7  31 ....  27.1  30.7  31.2  27.7  31.0 
27  LEISTGiot1  3.0  2.5  4.0  4.3  4.8  4.7  J.A  4:7  4.4 
2R  2  4.4  3.'1  c;.c;  6.3  7.3  7.0  c;.6  6.6  6.2 
2Q  3  4.4  4.2  5.1  5.6  b o1  5.9  s.;  5.4  5.3 
Jl'l  4  2.2  ?.3  ?.1  ~.3  ~.3  2.3  2.2  2.3  2.3 
31  5  ?Q.1  10.0  2':1.,  2~.1  25.7  27.c;  29.0  27.'5  27.9 
3?  6  Jli.J  4?.'5  )4.1l  32.3  30.2  31.5  3'3.3  32.0  33.0 
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Table A.18  continued 
I  *~ .  ~ 
~  ' 
I 
I  1'2..  1"3  I'+ 
I~ 
2t>  2.1  ,,  1-:r  I~  .J, 
LA NOW  0.1  o.3  1),:;»  0.1  Ool  0.1  Ooi  0.1  0.2 
z  BERGP.EN  3.0  Zo1  3.-.  3o?  Zo~  2o7  3o7  3.1  3,2 
3-18  VER4RR  Rio)  AZol  79o1  79.9  83o2  Sloh  7Ao4  80.1  80.3 
~-- 3- 5  GRUNOST  I A  11·2  26.3  20o1  lloo  12.7  2C\o7  17.5  1~o6  t  3  ERZEoHET  lio4  3ol  ho5  '  ~.4  1.7  tlo2  9o?  8.:1  ~.1 
4  BAUST  8.7  loZ  l6o9  8o3  loij  1.9  11.0  3,1)  6ol 
'  ~ 
5  CHE"'  lo7  flo9  2.~·.·  3.4  2o1  4oft  Jol  s.~o.  4.3 
&-11  lNVGlJ€l  'tllo4  A.~  )ftd  .J ...  7  S'ilo t  <o9o!'l  r.~.o  .. 1.  (I  34o7 
6  METGUET  '5o6  2.9  4,0  6.0  7.4  ~.9  s.J  7ol  flo) 
7  lo48  1ho9  2o4  4o7  lO.A  7of:l  15o0  9o2  12ojl,  10.6 
8  8M,F'FlN114  z.s  0.4  },0  4.9  6o2  10.4  lo7  4,9  4.4 
9  ELT  8ol  1.1  2.4  7.3  19.4  10.~  lo2  6.7  ~.s 
10  t<F'Z  Oo~  o.z  ?.0  3ol  lJ.A  loh  1 o9  8.6  5ol 
11  5.rz  hot;  1 .3  2.3  zoe;  4oft  So2  o.~  1.1  }.7 
12  ,_.G  0 ol  o.J  Oo2  o.?  Ool  Oo2  Ool  o.z  0.2 
13-18  I<ONGUET  21.9  62.1  36.15  24.9  l2o4  1~.9  Jo.c;  21.6  26.8 
13  TEX•~EKL  9.7  47.3  12.2  4'Jo'5  .lo6  s.s  1.&  8.6  10.~ 
14  L(OER  2o4  4.0  2o4  0.4  Oo.J  ...  O,J  1),4  1.1  lo2 
15  HOLZ  3.3  lo2  1ho7  4o2  loO  lol  ,  ...  lo8  3.8 
16  PAPORUCK  lo7  2.7  z.c;  ~o9  loS  4ofl  l?.o6  3.1  5.4 
17  GUMPLAST  1 .o  0.9  I.e;  ?o)  2o4  3ol  lo8  s.o  3.3 
18  SoVERARB  3.6  6ol  lo'l  z.,.,  3o3  4.2  1o'- 2ol  z.~ 
19  RAUTE,_.  1.0  Oo6  Oo~  OoQ  0.7  Oo9  Clo9  Oo9  Oo9 
2n-2•  DtENSTL  l4o6  }4o4t  16.0  15,8  13.5  }4,7  11..~  lS.'i  lSo~J 
20  HANDEL  4oS  4.t;  4o1  4.7  4o6  4o5  4.~  4o8  4.7 
21  VERKNACH  3.8  3.3  s.n  4.?  z.-.  3o3  4o ..  3.7  4o0 
22  t<REDVERSJ  4'Jo3  bo6  .. , • 7  ,.A  c;.9  6.8  7.0  7.0  6o8 
23  SMOifNST  o.o  OoO  o.o  o.o  o.o  Oo~  o.o  o~o  OoO 
24  NMOlFNST  o.o  OoO  oon  OoO  OoO  OoO  OoO  o.o  o.o 
1-24  INSGES.  100.0  lCIO.O  too.o  100.0  lOOoO  100.0  100o0  100.0  lOOoO 
zs  "'AENNER  7lo0  53o9  70o9  71.2  72o0  70.3  7lof:>  7lo0  69.9 
26  F'RAUEN  29o0  46ol  29o1  28,R  28oll  29.7  2Ao4  ?.9.0  30.1 
27  LElSTGRl  OoO  o.o  o.o  .OoO  OoO  o.o  OoO  o.o  OoO 
2A  2  OoO  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  OoO  OoO  o.o 
29  3  o.o  OoO  o.n  o.o  o.o  o.o  OoO  OoO  OoO 
JO  4  o.o  o.o  Ool\  o.o  OoO  o.o  o.o  o.o  OoO 
Jl  s  .o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  0~0  . o.o  OoO  o.o 
32  ,  o.o  o.n  llon  1),1)  o.o  o.o  OoO  Ool)  o.o 
33  7  ,  OoO  o.o  OoO  OoO  o.o  OoO  OoO  . o.o  OoO 
·' 
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structure of the employment effect of imports of 
industrial goods  from different groups of countries 
by  sectors,  sex and qualification groups in 1977: 




~  ' 
10 
n.~  1\·"  ''·"  n  •'•  0.4  0.1  0.5  o.~ 
n.c;.  .;.~  n.,.,  n.,  0 ...  Oofl  o.s  0.3 
Fl«;o7  ~  ......  ~~.o  9~.5  $\').7  A3,5  to3.q  86.9 
J1 ol  1'.'•"  1].1  4,1)  lloJ  31.1)  ·~-8  3.6  ?,Q  1.')  4 • I  1.Q  2.C:,  t.4  3.9  1.4 
c; .I  ;>.()  ::~.4  ll.q  ~.3  24.6  lol  l.A 
].I  .... 1  ~.o::;  1.?  2.5  4o6  lOoR  0.4 
1?.9  p,.o  1Qo"\  7.2  llott  6oS  l3o9  15.6 
?.':- ~.7  4o7  1.?  loU  1.1  1.4  2.6 
1.  7  J.1  1.~  1o4  1.1  (,  },-;  loS  1.1  ,  ..  1 .4  I.  7  fl,#- 2.3  i·2 
lo8  3.1  c;.s  4.')  o.; • .::;  1.7  s •  .,  ._q  Ro~  8.3 
O,ri  i'oH  ,  ...  1. 7  Ool  0.3  Oo1  o.t 
''·"' 
o.c;  0.4  o.,.  0.4  o.- n.2  o.s 
0 ·' 
r1.~  Ito)  o.?  0 ol  0.1  0.2  o.  t 
,.,, ...  c:; ...  ,.,  ... ..... 4  7').?  h2oh  45.3  ~4.0  67.6 
lC:,,o  "\7.?  ;o~.o.c;  '':17.9  )C:,.)  :\6.9  27.1  34.7 
".  1  "·  1  ,., ....  4.3  ),b  O,fl  9.3  3.4 
14 ·''  7.7  "'·"  "·q  )hoi  .J.l  l0o6  ?0.1 
?.7  ... .,  ..,.4  ?,0  lol  2.1  3.'5  2.n  ),Q  7.1  ;;.c;  1o1  1o~  lo7  ?.7  2.1 
?o  ..  1;i  1. 7  loll  ~.4  O,R  o.1  5.3 
lo"t  I·" 
1 01  I. 3  1o':t  1.8  }.9  1.3 
II.~  1? .•l  1?o'  11o4  11 • .,  13oft  12o9  11.0 
7.1  ,.,,q  "'·Q  ~.~  7.~  El.f'l  7.2  6.6 
1.~  t.o.~  ?.fl  I.  7  1 • .,  2.1  ?ol  1.7 
n.J  n.,  Po4  "·"' 
UoJ  o.J  Oo4  0 o!l 
;;.,4  . '·  7 
;.~  7.4  l ...  ?.4  3.1  2.2  n.;;.  0.1  ''·" 
0.)  u.c  0.3  o.2  0.? 
1r.n,(l  tno.o  IOI"!.n  101'1.0  100.0  \00.0  100.0  100.0 
74.:J  7l.fl  7c;,R  -.7.c;  7  ...  5  75.1  7c;.s  74.5 
i'c;.7  ""·4  2 ...  ::~  1?.C.  2~.~  ?4.9  24oS  25.5 
'1e0  loQ  "·"  lofl  'teU  3.-:.  4ofi  4.1 
Ci,?  r;.1  .... -..  4.c;  s.1  ••  9  c;.q  s.z 
1?.~  )'l.l  11.7  11 .c;  12.14  12.0  13.9  12.5 
3.~  ~.~  ;.~  '·"' 
Jolt  3.6  3.6  3.1 
?4.~  . i'4 • .:.  ;.:. • .:t  i?l.l  24.~  ?.?.')  24.3  25.,  "\7oQ  17.7 
'"'  0  1  4l.1  Jk.u  40o4  3So5  37.2 
1?.? 
) ; ·''  ·~·" 
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Table  A. 20.  Structure of the  employment effect of imports of 
industrial goods  from different groups of countries 
by sectors,  sex  and qualification groups in 1977: 
Belgium  (percent) 
;  l 
2.  3 
r  s- ' 
r  ' 
tt:  IO 
r-.. 
LANDW  o.s  o.s  0.4  0.8  o.s  0.2  0.4  0.9  o.4 
2  BERGBtEN  1.9  1.2  1.3  0.7  2.2  1.4  2·2  1.1  3.1 
3-18  VERARB  83.6  86.3  86.0  87.2  82.&  85.8  84:1  85.6  79.8 
3- 5  GRUNOST  34.0  12.6  15.4  3.2  40.8  38.7  27.1  20.'5  55.5 
3  ERZEtMET  13.5  5.1  6.1  1.  7  16.4  0.4  19.5  2.8  28.7 
4  8AUST  18.4  3.5  4.4  0.5  22.8  35.9  1.5  17.0  26.4 
5  CHEM  2.1  4.0  4.8  1.0  1.6  2~'5  6.0  0.7  0.4 
6•11  INVGUET  8.1  16.2  15.5  18.6  5.4  4.2  2.1  12.7  3.1 
6  METGUET  2.7  4.4  4.9  2.9  z.z  1.3  1e5  3.7  z.o 
7  MB  1.1  3.0  Ze3  5.6  0.6  0.6  o.s  0.7  0.6 
8  BM,F'EINM  o.8  leO  0.9  1.5  o.7  \.  0.3  o.3  2.6  0.1 
9  ELl  2·0  3.4  3.3  3.9  1.6  ~-1  .0.4  5.4  0.2 
10  KF'Z  o.8  3.3  3.3  3.6  0.1  ..  ,  o.o  0.2  0.1 
11  s.Fz  0.6  0.9  0.9  leO  0.2  o.8  o.1  o.o  0.2 
12  NG  0.1  o.z  0.2  o.1  0.1  0.1  0.2  0.2  o.1 
13•18  KONGUET  41.4  57.3  55.0  65.3  36.4  42.7  54.2  52.2  21.1 
13  TEXtBEKL  3o.z  39.8  35.8  53.0  26.8  39.3  45.0  31.0  14.1 
14  LEDER  z.o  3.7  4.7  0.3  1.5  0.9  2.9  3.5  o.3 
15  HOLZ  4.7  4.2  2.7  9.1  4.8  0.6  }.8  u.s  4.6 
16  PAPOAUCK  2.3  4 .. ,  '5 ...  1.6  1.6  1.l  4el  !.5  1.1 
17  GUMPUST  0.9  3.1  3.8  0.7  0.3  0.3  o.z  0.6  o.1 
18  S.VERAR8  1  ...  z~fl  2.5  0.4  1.3  0.2  o.z  5.0  0.2 
19  BAUTEN  0.7  0.6  0.6  0.5  0.7  0.6  o.8  0.5  0.9 
20•24  DIENSTL  13.2  u.s  11·  7  10.8  13.8  12.1  12·6  11.9  15.9 
20  HANDEL  4.4  4.1  4.1  4.1  4.6  4.1  4e4  4,0  5.1 
21  VERKNACH  6.1  ...  s  4.6  4.1  6.6  5.4  5.5  5.2  8.o 
22  KREDVERS  0.2  o.z  o.z  0.2  0.2  0.2  o.z  0.2  o.3 
23  SMOIENST  2·5  2e6  z.7  2.4  2.5  2.4  z.s  2.4  2.5 
24  NMDIENS1'  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o 
1-24  INSGES.  100.0  100.0  too.o  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 
zs  :A:.Et.:r.:CR  69.S  61.6  63.0  56.8  7Z.G  65.3  61.6  65.6  ao.-, 
26  F'AAUEN  30.5  38.4  37.0  "43.2  28.0  34.7  38.2  34.2  19.3 
27  LEISTGRl  3.5  3·7  3.7  3.5  3.5  3.4  3.4  3.7  3.4 
28  2  4.4  4.9  5.0  4.5  4.3  4.1  4.4  4.6  4.1 
•  29  3  5.8  5.9  6.1  5.2  5.7  5.4  5.6  5.4  6.1 
30  4  2.3  z.t  2.2  1.9  2.3  2.1  2.3  1.9  2.7 
31  5  22.9  23.4  23.4  23.6  22.8  21.7  21.9  24.6  22.5 
32  6  35.3  34.8  34.1  36.6  35.4  36.0  36.6  34.3  35.4 





Table A.20  continued 
'  ! 
IS 
20  21 
/-
/2..  I~  I~ 
/• 
'' 
IT-- ~~  ,q 
LAND_,  o.s  Oo4  o.q  Oo4  0  2  o.J  o.s  0.4  0.4  ~ 
2  BERGfhEN  1.0  o.e  1.7  lo4.  1.2  1.4  t.s  1.3  1.4 
3-18  V!RARB  1:16.6  89.3  82.,  83.8  84.2  83.6  83.8  R4o6  84.3 
3- 5  GRUNOST  zo •  .- 7.0  32.9  zo.9  13.0  20.6  23.4  18.0  19.9  f 
3  ERZE,MET  ' 
1.9  7.4  6.Z  7.4  3.3  8·1  4.3  5.4 
4  BAUST  .. ~.1  2.1  22;2  9.7  3.9  8.5  12.2  8.3  9.5 
5  CHfM  0.6  3.0  3.3  5.1  1.7  8.8  3.1  5.3  5.0 
/ 
/ 
6•il  IIIIVGuET  14·4  4o1  12.3  33.3  55.8  36.8  24.3  31.8  29.8 
6  METGUET  3.2  2.0  3.4  5.6  5.2  6.5  s.o  6.5  6.0  ·' 
7  M8  0.9  0.7  z.o  7.9  s.s  9.5  7.2  7.3  6.8  _f 
8  BMef'EINM  o.3  o.8  1.3  6.3  7.3  9.6  3.3  2.6  3.0 
9  ELT  3.5  o.s  2.8  6.6  14.7  6.9  4o2  6.5  6.1  ·' 
10  l(f'Z  0.3  o.o  2.8  s.s  19.3  2.3  4.2  8.5  7.4 
11  s.F'Z  6.2  o.1  0.1  1.4  3.8  2.0  o.3  0.4  0.6  ,.----
/~ 
12  NG  0 o1  Ool  o.z  n.2  o.1  0.2  o.1  0.2  0.2 
13-18  ICONGUET  51.2  78.2  37.2  29.4  15.2  26.0  36.0  34.6  34.5 
13  TEX•AEKL  44.8  59.8  16.9  u.s  4.3  11.2  13.7  17.9  18.0 
14  L~OEA  o.z  3.4  2.3  0.4  0.6  ,..  o.z  0.4  2.0  1.8 
15  HOLZ  4.2  2.0  10.8  2.9  1.7  1.6  4e3  3.1  3.3 
16  PAPORUCK  1.!  1 .1  4.1  10.1  3.0  6.1  15.3  6.2  6.4 
17  GU~lAST  o.z  0.1  laS  2.7  2o2  4.6  1.4  3.9  3.5 
18  S.VEAAAB  o.8  11.8  1.7  1.A  3 ...  2.5  0.9  1.5  1.6 
19  RAIJTEN  0.6  o.s  0.7  o·.6  0.6  0.6  o.1  0.6  0.6 
20-24  DIENSTL  11.4  9.0  14.1  13.7  13.8  11t.O  13.5  13.1  13.3 
20  HANDEL  4.0  3.6  4.5  4.1  4.6  3.9  4.2  4.3  4.3 
21  VEAKNACH  4.8  3.3  6.5  s.s  5.2  5.3  s.7  5.2  s.3 
22  I(REOVEAS  0.2  .D.2  OeJ  0.3  o.z  o.3  o.2  o.3  o.3 
23  SMOIE'NST  2.3  r.9  2.1)  3.9  3.9  4.6  Jolt  3.4  3.4 
24  NMOIENST  o.o  o.,  0.1)  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  o.o  / 
.  ./ 
.--1 
J 
1-24  INSGES.  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  / 
J 
25  MAENNER  62.2  51.3  74.7  75.0  77.9  74.1  75.0  72.1  72.3 
26  F'RAUEN  37.8  48.7  25.)  25.0  22·1  25.9  25.0  27.9  27.7 
27  LEtSTGA1  3.3  3.1  3.9  4.9  4.8  5.4  4.6  4.4  4.4 
28  2  4.2  3.9  4.9  6.6  6.7  7.3  5.9  6.0  5.9 
29  3  5.4  4.4  6.2  7.6  7.6  7.8  7.4  7.1  7.0 
30  4  z.o  1.6  2.]  2.7  2.9  2.8  2.5  2.6  2.6 
Jr  Cj  24.0  26.6  23.6  25.0  26.5  24.7  24.8  24.1  24.1 
32  6  35.2  35.9  33.8  29.8  30.5  28.7  Jo.s  32.0  31.9 
33  .,  26.0  24.5  25.4  23.5  21.0  23.3  24.3  23.9  24.0 
_, 
• 
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Net employment effects of an equal  increase in trade in 
industrial goods  with different groups of countries by 
sectors,  sex and qualification groups in 1977: 
Germany  (FR) 
(Employees  per US$100  million worth of imports  and  exports 
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Table A.21  continued 
I~ 
12  13  ,,.,..  to  Zl  ,,  IT 
.,~  ,, 
LANOIII  -A~.  -A~o  -13':;.  -39.  59  •41.  -66.  -6.  -33. 
z  BE~GFI.EN  -l.  149.  7.  3.  a.  Jc;.  -14.  -1.  e.. 
,-l~J  VERAR~  -s>~~.  -??.74.  1.  61.  •266o  90.  19.  -3·  -70. 
3- 5  GRUNOST.  •A9.  ?109.  1.  -33.  2?1.  287.  -224.  -60.  -7. 
3  ERZF. .MF.T  -lf)9  1922.  27c;.  -121.  -444.  333.  -3os.  -1.  s.  ..  R&UST  I  o  4 •  -107.  1~.  •48.  43.  20.  -60.  •46. 
5  I"' ME"'  13.  183~  -lfl7.  119.  714.  -89.  ,  ..  1.  .3 ... 
'>-!!  I"!V~IJ€"!  3932.  }.j)Cj lo  nJz.  7Tr.  -7  .. 5.  Sii.  1J30o  6~2.  1141. 
~  MET(;UET  49S.  -~.  77.  84.  -42.  A3.  94.  ·73.  102. 
./  7  ~  1R77.  75·7.  ?015.  464.  959.  327.  453.  444.  797. 
8  ~M.F'FII'IIN  AS.  6,.,.  86..  -zoo.  -287.  -46Q.  )2.  17.  -48. 
9  ELT  "73.  158.  13~.  -254.  -12S2.  -601.  127.  48.  4. 
10  KF'Z  701.  29.  18.  777.  2S8.  1432.  600.  94.  310. 
11  c;.F'Z  101.  250.  -2.  -100.  -380.  -261.  44.  -22.  -24. 
12  NG  -1.  4.  -a.  -1.  IS.  -2.  -3.  -1.  -1. 
13-14  t<ONGUfT  -4447.  -5,)8.  -2324.  -676.  242.  -706.  -1084.  -595.  -1203. 
13  TEXoREKL  -4403.  -4422.  -1435.  -95.  lSo  -226.  -162.  -412.  -771. 
14  LFD£R  -A7.  •3foo9o  -152.  -2.  19.  3.  -}4.  -157.  -142. 
15  I-IOLZ  -2?9.  -120.  -692.  -139.  28.  -153.  -209.  19.  -110. 
16  PAPDRUCK  37.  -16.  -132.  -563.  119.  -278.  -913- -s.  -183. 
i7  GUMPLASf  199.  67.  127.  12f>o  103.  a.  167.  -27.  33. 
18  S.VEPARf:l  36.  -77~.  -40.  -3.  -43.  -62.  47.  -12.  -3o. 
19  A  All TEN  4.  11.  -4.  -1.  2.  -4.  -o.  -o.  o. 
20-24  OIENSTL  -3?.  c;z6.  1.  14.  -so.  157.  -sz.  -12.  lo 
20  HANDEL  -24.  364.  25.  24.  -47.  127.  -17.  -7.  8. 
21  VERI<NACH  -19.  nc;.  -18.  -6.  2.  24.  -24.  -6.  -6. 
2?.  K~EOVERS  1.  3.  -2.  1.  o.  J.  o.  -o.  o. 
21  Sliii')IF"~ST  10.  214.  -4.  -c;.  -6.  4o  -12.  o.  -1. 
24  ~.,.f'liFNST  o.  o.  o.  o.  o  •  o.  o.  o.  o.  ... 
1-24  INSGES.  -704.  -lfooc;3.  -129.  37.  -247.  237.  -1114.  -23.  -98. 
2S  ~4ENNER  1524.  l34fl.  778.  2A2.  -34.  foo49o  131.  264.  447. 
26  FRAUEN  -222~.  -2Q9~.  -907.  -24c;.  -214.  -412.  -245.  -287.  -545. 
27  LEISTGRl  173.  119.  129.  3.  -36.  -15.  23.  32.  49. 
28  2  11'10.  -f-S.  107.  -9.  s.  -6A.  19.  32.  4lo 
29  3  )5.  -113.  '51'1.  -lc;.  -1.  -54.  -1.  11.  10. 
30  4  -13.  -F-t...  7.  10.  "·  3.  12.  3.  4. 
31  c;  f,)8.  75.  JJA.  170.  -lc;.  328.  114.  116.  198. 
32  ,  -1202.  •14A3.  -432.  -20.  -.c..  26.  -too.  -142.  -247.· 




Table A.22.  Net employment effects of an equal  increase in trade in 
industrial goods with different groups of countries by 
sectors,  sex  and  qualification groups  in 19'77: 
France 
(Employees  per US$100  million worth of imports  and exports 
at 1970 prices) 
' 
3 
s;  ' 
<I'  to  ~~ 
,  ... 
UINOW  -:14'5.  •144.  ·13().  •IQ4.  -391.  •179.  -99.  -ssz.  •471'. 
?.  ij£PGF1e£t..  -4.  13.  10.  34.  -7.  q.  -21.  20.  •32. 
~-·"  VEQAQR  •fjQQ.  -As:u;.  -~(114.  -}31,9.  "'1133·  "'1605·  -921·  "'1441·  ·8zs. 
3- r;  GQUNOST  -1~.  1?0.  271.  733.  •lOA.  -911.  -343.  563.  -615.  ,  ~P7E;oMF.T  -1?1.  91:1.  13.  SIR.  ·20R.  668.  -593.  133.  •730. 
4  RAUST  •'-1.  •Al.  -78.  17.  •Sfol.  •492.  9().  eo.  •70.  r;  CI1Ffot  115?..  :1(1').  JJ').  19lol.  1'57.  -272.  154.  351.  186. 
"-11  INVGUFT  2177.  3)~.  306.  -t-n.  2852.  3}4c;.  2937.  1781.  3541. 
" 
Mf:TGUET  '5?4.  -9.  -?.4.  R'i.  620.  829.  510.  175.  746. 
7  Mij  R94to  ~.~o.  Slho  1114.  906.  975.  764.  1243.  852. 
8  ""'•F'FINM  4lo  9Ho  1l4t •·  R4.  31.  •l2s.  147.  -zs.  107. 
9  ELT  3? 1.  ll~·  D"'·  -142.  311\o  532.  619.  •238.  576. 
10  KF7  l?O.  •4!17.  ·3AJe  -z3c;.  459.  50~  3151.  102.  526. 
11  ~.rz  ?1~.  -142.  •'=i4to  -965.  519.  182.  546.  524.  734. 
12  NG  -4.  o.  lo  -?.  -r;.  •Re  -3.  -5.  -3. 
13-lA  K0114COUFT  -3nc:;4.  -]r;24o  -11"5·  -2040.  -3872.  -4h47.  -3512.  •3781.  -3748. 
13  TEX oAEKl  •lOll).  -7ko.  -5~4.  -2110.  -2962.  -4450.  -3039.  -1719.  •3255. 
14  LFOER  -34,.  -~10.  ·ck6.  -47.  •4lh.  •279.  -814.  •453.  -228. 
15  1o10L7  •6A'io  -322·  •3llo  -129.  -739.  -8.  s.  •1252.  •950. 
16  PAP!)OUCI(  -~~.  •}Qio,.  •207.  '59.  92.  •154.  •613.  -In.  l56. 
17  GU"'PLAST  170.  109.  '-J.  4)5.  292.  259.  303.  177.  379. 
18  S.VF:PAPR  •10"-•  -f>5.,  •flO.  ·2fol.  -139.  -14.  101.  •523.  so. 
19  RAliT£111  7.  -.J.  -1.  -?.o.  15.  -;.  115.  n.  18. 
2(1-24  OIENSTL  -3~.  -22.  -zij.  ')O.  -22.  59.  -so.  10.  •84. 
20  HANOfl  -Ae.  -3?..  -4c;.  c; 1.  -117.  47.  -146.  •83.  -219. 
21  V£QK"'ACI1  ?..  ..  Q.  -14 •  49.  17.  p;.  -11.  28.  2· 
?.?.  I<RE'lVERS  -1.  -o.  -o.  -?.  -1.  -t.  o.  -1.  -o. 
23  SMOI~NST  c:;o.  ~~.  32.  -"9·  79.  -1.  107.  65.  133. 
24  NMOIF~ST  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  n.  o.  o. 
1-24  INSr.Es.  -127,.  :-l04Q.  -9~.3.  -1519.  -15313.  -1711.  -1075.  -1947.  •1395. 
t~  IIOiltN~t.iot  lh)o  -:i  .....  -3~1.  -14.?.  f0j9.  c;s;;.  7<:;6.  -103.  •ss. 
26  f'WAUE'N  •141~.  -7oc;.  •lroK2.  -1377.  -1976.  •21l169.  -1831.  •1784.  -1847. 
27  LEJSTGRl  4}.  I  <~to  19.  -1~.  54.  -6.  as.  21.  lOS. 
2'l  2  }4Q.  :\9.  4f+.  -35.  203.  173.  214.  162.  257. 
29  3  -7.  -~.  -1.  .. ,r;.  -zo •  -12t'.  13.  -43.  4s.· 
('  :10  4  - J.  •?lo  •i>O.  -3n.  -4.  -11.  -9.  -1.  1. 
31  s  •n.  -1 P•.  -1.?~.  -1or;.  ll<~o.  6Ao  62.  62.  197. 
32  ,  -~o~r;).  •'51-\ho  -C,?J.  -~a4.  •10~tc.  •1400.  -10?0.  •1079.  -1031. 




Table A.22  continued 
IS 
IZ  13  '"" 
2.1  ,, 
I~  II"  ,, 
LAIIIOW  -1  ... .Jl.  -;:oc;o.  -430.  -49.  12~.  l •  -14~.  13.  -66. 
?  ~fQGR,f:N  -11'1.  4'<.  I 1.  19.  23.  ,40.  o.  -4.  l. 
l-1~  VEPAR~  -<;~t?.  -2~  ... 4.  -7f..?..  -")"1.  194.  -l33o  -71.  163.  -87.  ,_  c;  GQUIIIDST  -P·  cnc,.  ?34 •.  391).  '582.  172.  54.  -121.  12. 
l  fR7EofiiiFT  -, ~l.  10?(1.  4?n.  113.  -121.  697.  7S.  -56.  39. 
4  RAUST  17).  -117.  1'14.  45.  21.  64.  13.  -76.  -43.  c;  CHfM  3C,.  71.  -2C,'5.  3A.  f!A2o  12.  -3'5.  10.  16. 
"-11  INVGUFT  4?72.  10 ... 4.  1773.  -419.  ~1130.  -1450.  956.  -8.  423. 
6  ... ~::rr.un  tnc;7.  40}.  31-1q.  qc,.  -368.  -114.  274.  -47.  124  • 
7  fiiiH  12W.  1199.  \04'!.  -21r:;.  -249.  -491.  -52.  -194.  86. 
fl  RMeF'Fl"'M  1?4.  222.  74.  -309.  -478.  •470.  -27.  -1s.  -94.  q  ELT  7N.  )C,4.  ??2.  -1A2.  -890.  -651.  ?.6.  -127.  -71. 
10  r<F'?.  7<;4.  t-1.  -c;s.  374.  -39no  2'54.  571.  368.  285. 
11  c;.FZ  3?0.  ")(!6.  qc;.  ~..~.  -747.  22.  163.  8.  91. 
12  NG  -21.  -10.  -10.  -o.  11.  -o.  -2.  o.  -1. 
11•1A  I<OfiiGUfT  -474~.  -t'!A97 •  -nc;q.  -25.  2731.  44'5.  -1079.  292.  -szo. 
11  TEX•"EI<L  -1046.  -4"'11.  -181.4.  1'H.  2117.  ...  ?21.  -232.  403.  -151. 
14  LFOER  -1'51i.  -1?94.  ·l  5 I.  l?."i.  331.  173.  72.  z.  -32. 
1'5  MOLl  -3931.  -1fl5.  -870.  -1?3.  2'5.  -17.  -290.  1.  -136.  ,..,  PAPORUCr<  ~7.  -42.  ~?..  -•;r::».  1A.  •264.  -1079.  -90.  -198. 
17  GUMPlAST  233.  11.  1)9.  24?.  -21.  ?60.  270.  -21.  8. 
1A  s.vEQI\r.l~  c; 7.  -796.  -135.  112.  262.  70.  lAO.  --. 
-12. 
19  FIAIITn.  11.  21.  2.  3.  -17.  4.  7.  z.  4o 
21l-24  OlEIIiSTL  -13t'!.  19 ....  42.  -lS.  -55.  sc;.  -llAo  -17.  -zo. 
20  HANDEL  -?47.  75.  11.  10.  7.  9Ao  -36.  -o.  -4. 
?.1  VEQI<IIII\CH  32.  AO.  43.  -1?..  z.  21.  -98.  -18.  -16. 
?.2  I(Rf:I)Vt:::R<;  -2.  . -1.  -1 •  -o.  -o.  -1.  -o.  o.  -o. 
23  S~niF'NST  j:j1.  42.  -11.  -33.  -I'J3.  -63.  }().  1.  -o. 
?.4  I\IMOIFN«;T  o.  '*'· 
o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
l-24  lfiiSr.Es.  -l]44.  -?~47.  -1137.  -131.  2(:)1.  -134.  -~27.  157.  -168. 
zc;  MAF:NNER  -l04q.  A22•  2?2.  -c;c;.  -934.  -31.  -39.  -41.  45. 
?.6  FRAUfN  -l?Q':i.  -11'170.  -13'5Q.  -76.  1200.  -1.01.  -287.  197.  -213. 
27  LF:ISTGQ}  ~c;.  -1.  '5. 
_,~.  -36.  -95.  -so.  -13.  -16. 
2A  2  ~~4.  ?14.  107.  -Jc;.  -211.  -87.  52.  -6.  21. 
29  3  103.  -1 ... 7.  -u.~.  -9"·  6.  -127.  •A7o  -9.  -30. 
10  4  4 3.  -17.  7.  ~.  -17.  o.  14.  5.  6. 
31  c;  313.  -71.  1,1.  -40.  -16#,.  -63.  -r:;s.  -14.  21. 
32  ,  -f'l4ft.  -,ill74.  -74).  197.  SSR.  l'7Q.  98.  190.  -32. 
13  7  •7f'llo  -FI4A.  -273.  •?4.  () 1.  -40.  -43.  11.  -57. 
·' 
73 .,  ~,, .. ___, 
-74-
Table A.23.  Net employment effects of an equal  increase in trade in 
industrial goods with different groups of countries by 




per US$100  million worth of imports  and  exports 
at 1970  prices) 
-
2.  3 
I 
~  '  ' 
/0  II 
,, 
LA NOw  -to~~;,,  -111.  .. ,4.  -243·  -9).  -97.  •?bo  -32  •  -18:7. 
2  ri[R(;R,f.N  12.  11.  2.  ?3.  19.  -2.  3.  43.  24. 
~-1~  V(11AR~  -'lc;1.  _,..oo.  -'1.  -15n.  -1411.  -1?5?.  •lOA4,  -1630.  •1698. 
~- c;  GRI..IIIIOST  1,4,  --:,.  -104.  143.  234.  34.  -275.  1122.  178. 
3  ER7Eo14FT  •1'i4to  -20th  -390.  ,-;.  -230.  447.  -621).  96.  •344. 
4  bAI..IST  ?~9.  43.  151.  -123.  269.  220.  166.  57S.  187. 
c;  Cl'lf14  ?~.  1~1.  1'36.  199.  19to.  •634.  185.  452.  335. 
f--11  INI/!OUET  3)04.  2572.  1730.  3A43.  3599.  335K.  44~1.  890.  4834.  ,  M(Tr.U£T  1001.  4A!:>o  41'io  5A9o  859.  • 955.  763.  443.  1038. 
1  ..  ~  1597.  1743.  1631.  1914.  1754.  14)3•  2262 •  1108.  1836. 
~  K"'oFFIN114  n.  164.  1fiA,  no.  79,  o.  217.  -104.  137. 
9  ELT  ('7').  :,\04.  244.  394.  233.  460.  853.  ·1135.  556. 
10  l(f'l  ?-.s.  -1~6.  -7J6.  647.  511.  401.  o.ss.  322.  801. 
11  ~.Fl  97,  57.  8.  130.  162.  -1.  -90.  256.  467. 
12  IIIG  -4.  1.  1.  1 •  -z.  •17.  -z.  7.  -4. 
11-lA  t<ONr.UET  •4415.  •31fl9o  •1630.  -5501.  -'i242.  •4632.  -5267.  -3650.  -6706~ 
13  TEXoRE!CL  •J202o  -171,.  -9~7.  -285?.  -31:'56.  -51!17i?.  -4736.  -2860.  -3513. 
14  i..FOE~  #737.  -219.  •4?1.  ACi,  •997.  113.  -1Z03.  194,  -1756. 
1'i  MOLZ  -951.  -1319.  -172.  -31)52.  -900.  161.  -91.  •672.  •2125.  .,  PaPORUCK  -15.  -1~.  -zoo.  -11?.  ~3.  81.  97.  ()9,  56. 
17  ftUMPL  AST  7,3.  190.  76.  3,3.  423.  3Si'.  347.  246.  558. 
lP.  Soi/ERAR!oi  ?48.  f-Oo  r;!;.  67.  6o  ?31.  320.  -626.  74. 
lQ  RAUTEIII  14.  1io  c;.  22.  19.  3.  14.  21.  27. 
21'1-24  IJH.NSTL  -~.  42.  6.  95.  2.  -121.  _,,..  49.  58. 
20  HANDEL  •Bf,,  -JC,.  -c;l.  -l?o  -112.  -114.  -190.  -31i.  -los. 
21  Vl~I<NACH  69.  ss.  ?7.  9ft.  ij7.  460,  75.  81.  116. 
l?.  ~<~Et>I/E~S  -~.  .,.  z.  -17.  -7.  -~.  _,._  -6.  -12. 
23  S"'OlFNST  15.  ?tlo  28.  27.  34,  -41.  54.  13.  59. 
24  NMr)lfNST  o.  1).  o.  n.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
1-24  llll!:tr.F.s.  -1040.  -~4/o  -i3.  •1&lf>o  •l4b5o  -1,.!:'4.  •l!ISQ.  -1~c;o.  -1776. 
i?'i  MAE ..  IIIF.Foi  13"  ...  61!'>4.  ~4'5.  6fl1.  1551.  2084.  2038.  957.  1395. 
'Z6  FRAI..IfN  -2404.  -1101.  -6C,8,  -2276.  -3016.  -3.:;53,  -3197.  -2507.  •3171. 
c 
27  LEISTGH1  93.  95.  75.  126.  108.  51>.  144.  19.  155. 
7.11  ?  1?4.  1?k.  111 •  }C,?.  }4>2.  59.  197.  10.  213. 
?.Q  l  ,"i,  70.  97,  2Q.  60.  41.  13':1.  -64.  77. 
30  4  -?-...  -~.  ,.  -zQ.  -37.  -51.  -36.  -40.  -34. 
31  c;  -400 •.  -i'07.  14o  -541.  -536.  -531.  -530.  -338.  -714. 
~  3'  6  •9i'5.  -c;f4c;.  ·31S.  ·99B,  -11117.  -128"·  -1357.  -898,  •11292. 
33  7  113.  -9·3.  9.  -zsn.  47.  460.  3fl1.  •320.  -102. 
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Table A.23  continued 
IS" 
IZ.  13  I~  .tt'J  Zl  ,, 
I~  ,g.  ,, 
LAIIjQW  -}QI}.  ~.  -17,.,.  -4£..  ~1.  4.  -loa.  26.  -2s.  I 
" 
t1E:"lGA.F"- 1?..  ~n.  2.  -14.  -18.  -1•·  -IS.  -26.  -14. 
1-1~  v~c4~'"'  -}11'+5.  -1'-0 I 1.  -l.?l.  1?77.  11~n.  11,01.  1155.  1868.  1033. 
,_. 5  GQU~IDST  )04.  ,qA3o  -209.  -2.  -364.  170.  -86.  -432.  -188.  ,  F:~7F: o"'fT  -?'i.  731.  1"'0·  -21Q.  •705.  1'io  -364.  -320.  -184. 
4  ~A\JST  <;1~.  -78.  -96.  374.  202.  38A.  3AO.  2ao.  261. 
<;  C  ..  E  ..  -18~.  1179.  -211.  -.1 'i7.  13Q.  -293.  -103.  -391.  -265. 
,.._11  lNVr;u£ I  J~/4.  ?ll1C.o  22C,6.  -11)5.  -?.781.  •l3b2o  1123.  -704.  385. 
f)  ,..nr.un  1  .. ?1.  ?99.  -:,ze;.  99.  -158.  -29.  212.  100.  346o 
1  ~'i  14~9.  11~3.  1437.  56.  l3A.  -323.  C. A.B.  -146.  389. 
A  HMotFINM  ~ lo  10 l  0  c; l  0  -2~2.  -754.  •38lo  -b2.  -173.  -176. 
Q  t:LT  t;Q 7.  ?3"·  H  1o  -375.  -1264.  -~61.  l20o  -193.  -133. 
10  r<FZ  c;l)~.  73.  q~.  <;?.2.  133.  ShOo  531.  -315.  -45. 
11  c;.r:;r  -1?5.  I.  -19.  -195.  -876.  -32Ao  )5.  23.  3. 
12  1\;(,  -1.  14.  -s.  3.  9.  3.  3.  -2.  -2. 
11·1"  K0'-4r.UFT  -53}1,.  -99A2.  -?1~4.  1430.  629~.  ?i?90.  ll6o  3006.  838. 
13  TEX ,Rf:KL  -3911.  -A920o  -10~1.  '504.  SHI8.  117.  177.  1662.  258. 
14  LFOE"Q  -4111.  -104A.  319.  1301.  1281.  1697.  1048.  941.  590. 
15  r-IOLZ  •l'HA.  -so.  -1601.  -ssP..  96.  -53.  -10M.  344.  -120. 
16  PAPU~Uf':K  47.  l?.  -77.  -54(1.  -15.  -364.  -7A3.  69.  -lOB. 
17 .  r.uM~L.lST  295.  11l5rl.  379.  20,.  -118.  149.  279.  -174.  -17. 
\A  s.vERAF~Cl  "90.  -1034.  -P2.  ':;16.  -135.  744.  474.  165.  234. 
19  FlliiTf "4  16.  37.  ~.  -4.  -9.  .q.  1.  -11.  -4. 
2n-24  DJENSTL  -4. 
_,..~.  7'5.  -17.  144.  -53.  -15.  4.  -4. 
20  HlfiiUEL  -~9.  -?44.  48.  43.  183.  so.  19.  63.  27. 
21  VEQ~"-#ACH  79.  130.  44.  -19.  -26.  -Js.  -10.  -36.  -a. 
i 
?.::»  r<"EOVERS  -11.  -zo,  -6.  -1.  13.  -o.  -3.  ~.  3. 
Z1  SMOifNST  -J.  l'lS.·  -12.  -40.  -25.  -69.  -21.  -z!j.  -26. 
t 
24  N,..f)IFNST  o.  o.  ().  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
!  1-24  I1>4SC.f.S.  -1211.  -c;Q4C,.  -214.  1196.  3369.  1030.  1018.  1861.  986. 
!  25  ,..AE'NNF~  147'5.  105':>.  607.  21i2.  -537.  242.  384.  177.  485. 
I 
21'!  FwAUEN  -2M~~  •  -7')01).  -820.  914.  3907.  78~.  634.  1685.  so.o. 
21  Lf. ISTG"l  9~.  "'7 .- 10 0  -13.  -42.  -63.  27.  -Jo.  3. 
~  ~8  2  1?4.  1?.  ~8.  -2s.  -60.  -103.  39.  -19.  12.  ;  29  :3  71.  -133.  )9.  "·  18.  -39.  38.  45.  41o  t  30  4  -1?.  -111.  -~.  1?.  63.  4.  12.  28.  12. 
~  31  5  -47-J.  -1A27.  -.?H.  40fl.  121!:12.  408.  281.  657.  342.  I  32  t.  -10~4.  -344J.  -2?0.  ~10.  1919.  57c;'.  41.7.  914.  406.  r 
t 
))  1  ?J~.  -'577.  -68.  271i.  -1R.  319.  £90.  274.  217. 
I 
t 
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Table. A.24  continued 
ts-
/2.  /l  ~~- Zo  Zl  ,,  17  If  1'1 
I  ___ 
LA NOW  -1.  -2:.  -~.  -1.  12.  I.  -4.  o.  -3. 
2  8ERGfi,EN  ~14.  41.  -18.  34.  u,.  qq.  --14.  19.  18. 
3-18  1/f'lARB  -s5.  -«;~2.  -939.  272.  •1320.  117.  sen.  139.  197. 
3- 5  GAUNOST  -581.  707.  -715.  372.  849.  1283.  -276.  283.  .165. 
3  EAZEoMET  722.  451.  -11~.  -92.  361.  -362.  -26.  4. 
It  BAUST  -938.  21.  -2093.  312.  260.  916.  --129.  333  ..  48. 
5  «;HEN  341.  -36.  927.  179.  681.  7.  215.  -24.  113. 
6-11  I"'VGUET  1536.  6A04o  2664.  574.  ·3657.  -1012.  21~1.  -152.  1163. 
6  NETGUET  668.  256.  278.  117.  -244.  6.  230.  -s.  189. 
7  1148  121.  1433.  1769.  50~.  768.  27.  708.  -27.  62So 
8  a  ...  f"ElNfot  -168.  134.  176.  -309.  -21.  -1002.  71.  -234.  -263. 
9  El.T  162.  767.  300.  -244.  -1975.  -~89,  321.  -109.  -17. 
10  l(f"Z  1251.  57.  -39.  644.  -1617.  qc:n.  801>.  127.  529. 
11  s.rz  -498.  4157.  179,  -143.  -566.  -351.  45.  95.  100. 
12  NG  2.  -17.  16.  c;.  19.  1 •  c;.  -1.  1o 
13-18  KONGUET  -1012.  -8035.  -2904.  -679.  1469.  -155.  -1317.  a.  -1132.  ,.  13  TEX,~EKL  -644.  -6455.  -576.  72R.  1361.  -40.  213.  189,  -383. 
I  14  LEDER  -292.  -«;66.  -185.  77.  98.  -60.  ao.  -19.  -54. 
I  1S  HOLZ  -169.  -92.  -2308.  -418.  -52.  4Q,  -735..  -48,  -353.  t  16  PaPORUCI(  233.  -!59.  1.  -752.  1513.  -171.  -1235.  57.  -284.  '  I  17  GUMPLAST  208.  86.  253.  130.  -128.  -70.  250.  -219.  -32. 
18  S,VERAJit8  -348.  -B49,  -a a.  57.  31.  16.  110.  48.  -27. 
19  AAUTEN  -1.  45.  26.  ?0.  26.  1c;.  ?0.  s.  20. 
20-24  OIENSTL  31.  -143.  -16.  30.  187.  17(\.  -82.  24  •.  19. 
20  HANDEL  so.  -66.  56.  -17.  -27.  27.  -37.  -3.  3. 
21  VEAKIIIACH  -59.  -43.  -175.  31.  93.  122.  -42.  32.  5. 
22  KAEDVERSJ  40,  -~.  104.  17.  121.  2?.  -3.  -s.  11. 
21  SMOifNST  o.  --.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
24t  NM>IE'NST  o.  o. ')  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
1-24  INSGES.  -39.  •6Z0o  -955.  355.  -1020.  403.  514.  187.  250. 
25  IIIAENNER  366.  2956.  -568.  339.  -1290.  1>60.  371.  147.  512. 
26  FM.UEN  -404.  -Jr;76.  -388.  lf'.  270.  -257.  143.  40.  -262. 
27  LEISTGAl  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
28  2  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
29  3  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
30  4  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
31  5  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
32  6  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
33  7  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
~' 
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Table A.25.  Net employment effects .of  an  equal  increase in trade in 
industrial goods with different groups of countries by 
sectors,  sex and qualification groups 'in 1977: 
Netherlands 
(Employees per US$100  million worth of imports  and exports 
at 1970 prices) 
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1  EQ7t ·"n  7n.  14"'·  186.  QA.  36.  66.  -ss.  42.  •114. 
4  RIIUST  -::»1~.  -73.  -~<~9.  -Ill.  -?.9~.  •1431.  30o  225.  -12s. 
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A  AMoH'INM  ??Ito  ,,.,,.  It)').  23'-o  hOo  142.  lllo  76.  139. 
9  ELl  Jl-,1).  )Aio  400.  4nf  ....  275.  ~  413.  329o  390.  519. 
1n  r<~Z  ~  ...  -2~.  -lJ.  -4n.  127.  ,...97.  31.  68.  zso. 
11  c;.F'7  ,o,.  ""'· 
l?li.  4711.  79it.  ifts.  696.  258.  ll40o 
1?  .IIIG  -4.  -c;.  -~.  -4.  -3.  -).  -a.  -z.  -2. 
11•HI  f(0Nr.u£T  -3?74.  -~,_~,...  -n14.  -4n1o.  -3410.  -l!»l"·  -2700.  -4158.  •356lo 
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14  LF'DFQ 
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)c;  ~o~OL7  .. ..,,.,,_  •4n4o  •4(Jfol •  -1',41.  -1121.  -tzc,.  -sen.  -1502.  -1257. 
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If!  S.VED6QA  -tc;~.  -34.  •37.  -??.  -2->7.  14.  8.  .-JS3.  -101.  . 
1~  ._AI•Tf'\:  30 •  17.  ~.  ,c;.  3~.  tn.  )0.  41.  36. 
2(1-24  OIENSTl  -\A-to  •14flo  -1~.  •I'>~.  -1ij4.  -254.  -14~.  -148.  •267. 
20  HANOfL  -14?.  •lf'llo  •9Z.  -1lf..  -149.  -?04.  -102.  -121.  •219. 
21  VF:Qit:N&(':.-.  -1~.  •l'io  -·~· 
•)4.  -17.  -lf.o  -JS.  -13.  -z~. 
2~  I(I:U'I>VI!"'~  1 •  lo  l.  ?.  1.  1o  -o.  o.  o. 
?l  S"'nlFI\IST  -?1,.  ..  iJ ...  -i!7.  -;?').  -1"·  •l'-o  -33.  •IS.  -17.  i 
l4  NMI)JF'NST  -1.  1o  -u.  J.  -3.  -R.  z.  1.  -s. 
1-24  Jl\l!:tr.rs.  •11V.  •11111o  ..qQ  ...  .. p;qo.  -1330.  -7611.  -f>7tt.  -1739  •  •l3A3. 
zc;  "4AE:f\•lllfD  -?14.  -247.  -i9  ...  •1'o?o  -371·.  -61.  ll8o  •662.  :.,Jblo  1 
Zl,  FWAII[I~  ...  qc;o.~.  .. A.,).  -7011.  -1419.  -9c;7 •  -6'*9·  -794.  -1017.  -1022· 
-· 
27  lFt~TGPl  ton.  ,..,.  44.  c;7.  2ho  ~oc;.  38.  35.  !  51. 
?A  ?  4Qo  47.  .....  c;o.  33  •  60.  49.  28.  56o 
~Q  J  "''i·  c;(J.  47.  ,.1.  .19.  llA.  77.  •2.  75. 
')I)  4  -17.  -?3.  •?1.  -1~.  -·--· 
-9.  ..  q.  -33  •  •IS. 
31  c,  ..... r.;.  -Jc;;.; •  ...... ?.  -ll?.  -101.  Ht3.  AJ •  -341. 
I  -27. 
(  1'  f.,  .... ,~.  -7C:.4.  _,.,?l.  -1?1n.  -A~c;.  -717.  -&03.  -1022.  •9ij8  • 
·n  7  -?11'4.  -1"~"·  _  ... ,.  _,.,. ...  •?f'IOo  -1~1'4.  -177.  •29t:t.  -294. 
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Table· A.25  continued 
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,_, ... 
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Table A.26.  Net  employment effects of an equal  increase in trade in 
industrial  .  goods  with different groups of countries by 
sectors,  sex and qualification groups  in 1977: 
i 
Belgium  I  . I 
(Employees  per US$100  million worth of imports  and exports  I 
«  at 19.70_ prices)  '\. 
t 
! 
2.  3 
~ 
' 
••  ~  '  ' 
·g-- tO  ,, 
.(P. 
LAND Ill  •16.  •21·  •14.  •49.  •16.  -3.  -9.  ·51.  -to. 
2  BERGB~EN  -22.  30.  3le  34.  -27.  4.  -34.  42.  -58. 
3•18  VERARB  •319.  -1372.  •1232.  -2027.  26.  •1061.  •478.  •1104.  767. 
3• 5  GRUNDST  •332.  748.  820.  783.  -10.  -319.  •68.  1886.  -554. 
3  ERZEtMET  •406,  322.  346.  339.  •725.  300.  •804.  -61.  •1236. 
4.  BlUST  -119.  250.  340.  98.  446.  •624.  515.  1513.  381. 
5  CHEM  192.  175.  134.  346.  270.  s.  2~1.  435.  302. 
6•11  INYGUET  1343.  522.  281.  1016.  1191.  883.  1884.  183.  1540. 
6  METGUET  305.  36.  •46.  274.  248.  258.  285.  •32.  369. 
7  MB  618.  503.  359.  788.  542.  356.  949.  310.  590. 
8  BMtFEINM  104.  148.  132.  171.  106.  138.  179.  •49.  117. 
9  ELT  239.  -22.  •66.  64.  172·.  ~2.  337.  •66  •  258. 
10  KFZ  78.  -97.  •59.  •214.  84.  ....  109.  -e.  109. 
11  s.rz  o.  •45.  •39.  •67.  38.  •48.  24.  28.  98. 
12  NG  o.  -2.  -2.  •2.  1.  -1.  1.  -3.  J.  I  13•18  KONGUET  -1329.  -2640.  •2332.  -3824.  •1157.  •1624.  -2295.  •3171.  -222.  I 
13  TEX•BEKL  -1054.  -2066.  -1696.  •3499.  •932.  -1687.  -2244.  •1838.  •278. 
I 
14  LEDER  •98.  •227.  -277.  •19.  •74.  •53.  •172.  -234.  3. 
15  1-tOLZ  •236.  •256.  •149.  •679.  -259.  10.  •78.  •752.  -204. 
16  PAPDRUCK  13.  •124.  •164.  46.  70.  24.  •14.  29.  128. 
l7  GUMPLAST  93.  97.  33.  316.  82.  55.  163.  -7.  100.  I 
18  S.VERARB  •48.  ·611·  •79.  10.  •44.  27.  so.  •369.  24.  I 
19  8AUTEN  -5.  o.  t.  -2.  -5.  -3.  -1.  '· 
-7. 
1  20•24  DJENSTL  -e.  31.  45.  -24.  33.  •29.  60.  11.  30. 
20  I-tA NOEL  -22.  •36.  -26.  -11.  -13.  -29.  -24.  •25. 
t -·· 
·I 
21  YERKNACH  •37.  28.  41.  -7.  •18.  •18.  -o.  51.  •45.  .  ! 
22  KAEOVERS  -o.  -1.  -1.  -2.  1.  -2.  l.  -1.  2. 
2.3  SMDIENST  51.  40.  31.  63.  63.  19.  83.  46.  77. 
24  NMOIENST  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o.  o. 
1-24  JNSGES.  -369.  •1332.  -1169.  -2067.  10.  •1092.  -468.  -1040.  721. 
25  MAE NNE A  ll6.  21.  26.  -ss.  316.  •109.  610.  244.  527. 
26  FRAUEN  -so5.  -1353.  -11~.  -2012.  •366.  •984.  -1078.  •1284.  194. 
27  LEISTGR1  38 •.  -i.  -·· 
10.  so.  1.  62.  .....  78. 
28  2  72.  11·  -3.  42.  83.  13.  107.  11.  121. 
29  3  59.  2·  •12.  36.  76.  o.  91.  35.  111. 
30  4  16.  6.  3.  14.  20.  1.  21.  20.  25. 
(  31  5  -za.  -302.  -282.  •425.  39.  •157.  15.  -403.  246.  I 
32  6  -320.  •666.  ·555.  •1097.  -202.  -535.  •523.  •539.  • 37. 
33  1  •157.  •423.  •375.  -610.  -41.  •385.  -253.  -2zs.  147. 
~ 
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